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MY BOOK!
I did it!
I did it!
Come and look
At what I’ve done!
I read a book!
When someone wrote it
Long ago
For me to read,
How did he know
That this was the book
I’d take from the shelf
And lie on the floor
And read by myself?
I really read it!
Just like that!
Word by word,
From first to last!
I’m sleeping with
This book in bed,
This first FIRST book
I’ve ever read!
~ David L. Harrison ~

To God
My all.
To Paca
Whose daily effort has made me be who I am
What an example of perseverance and humanity you are!
I love you madre.
To My angel
Who has taught me that love exists
And has given me reasons to believe in happiness
Thanks for being “ The love of my life”
To my family
whose support and love
Have guided me through the light.
To my friends
And my only friend in the distance.
To Flor Marina
Whose confidence made this dream come true.

INTRODUCTION

We shouldn't teach great books;
we should teach a love of reading.
~ B. F. Skinner ~

Reading in a second language has always been seen as one of the most important
processes underlying the one concerning to learning. When analyzing students’
motivation to reading in a second language it is commonly found that books and
texts are not the most desirable tasks of study for the students.

This assumption can be drawn from any teacher’s daily experience. It is difficult to
have students read a text and even more to attempt to process it and understand it,
not only when learning language but also specific content-area in English.

Motivation to reading In English was the reason for this particular research to be
carried out. What possible strategies can a teacher use to stimulate students to read?

What sort of activities can be designed for students to develop reading skills and see
reading from a different perspective? These questions conveyed into a problem,
developed throughout this research.

This paperwork is made up of six chapters through which it was tried to experiment
the proposal of an English Reading Club as a way to motivate the students (fifth
graders from Colombo Gales School) to read.

Chapter one attempts to contextualize the problem and point out special
characteristics of the population. In it the features of the research and the justification
for its application are presented.

Chapter two includes a theoretical framework, based upon the main points of the
research: motivation, reading in a second language and the social and psychological
characteristics of children at this age.

Chapter three presents the methodological framework from which the work is
supported.

Chapter four contains the proposal of this research and the design of activities to
reach the set aims.

The analysis to the data gathered and the answers to the research question can be
found in chapter five.

The ending chapter attempts to draw some conclusions, present the pedagogical
implications of this research and get in advanced to further research.

This work has been made by a teacher for teachers and for any person involved in
learning. In it experiences, wishes and knowledge lye under a different perspective.
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CHAPTER 1: RESEARCH GENERALIZATIONS

1.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Learning a Foreign Language implies the acquisition of different processes. One of
these is reading, which demands a stimulus called intrinsic motivation, defined as the
willingness to make use of high levels of effort toward a specific goal, conditioned by
the individual’s ability to satisfy some of his needs (Robbins, 1993), as well as the
acquirement of reading habits that can foster extrinsic motivation by showing the
student the advantages reading may offer.
Since I started working at Colombo Gales School, I have noticed the lack of
motivation in students towards reading, due to some facts like: Underprovided
vocabulary, poor social and cultural background, deficient reading abilities in
Spanish (L1) and a poor or non - developed reading skills (Refer to data analysis).
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This difficulty has affected their proficiency in English and also in other subjects in
which, they are supposed to read in English and use other mental processes like
inferring,

concluding,

visualizing,

deducing,

skimming

and

scanning

and

establishing connections.

1.2 STATING THE PROBLEM

Once the problem of lack of motivation towards reading was identified, and the need
that the school should consider cooperating with the improvement of reading in its
students was recognized, I set the problem through one main question:

How could fifth graders at Colombo Gales School get motivated to read in
English?

To support this question, two related questions were asked:

1) What sort of reading activities could be applied in the reading club to promote
students motivation and increase reading skills in English?

2) To what extent can a reading club be a tool for students to like reading and a way
to improve the reading skills and so the English level at the school?
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1.3 ANTECEDENTS

To start the research it was focused on two main aspects:

1. Finding out what kind of specific extra class work had been applied in the school
about reading.

2. Finding any research at the University that referred to motivating students to
reading or the creation and development of an English reading club.

The Colombo Gales School does not have any specific alternate reading program in
English. It is included in the yearly plan (Annex 1).

Many of the activities that are being developed on this field are taken from the books
students use through the year. The teacher’s guides provide some applications for
them to do about readings like stories, letters or cultural reports. The teacher plans
the possible activities that may complement the reading, as well as emphasizes on the
grammar topics set to be worked on through the year.
In the English class, there are some aspects that have been considered very important
as the projects: individual or group works in which students apply researching skills,
prepare a specific topic and present it in a very particular way. Their oral proficiency
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is evaluated, as well as the way they show ideas (creativity). Here reading is a tool for
the project, since they have to research and find information, but it is not definitely a
main aspect for the teacher to take into account or even evaluate.

The school’s program is reading – based. For the reading activities included in the
yearly plan, reading and thinking skills are necessary to be worked and managed by
the students. But most who do not like neither English /nor reading, or have a little
background, are not often motivated to reading.

Low motivated students or poor readers have a deficient reading performance and
consequently, bad academic results in English and other areas taught in this
language. (Refer to data analysis: Placement test).

According to what has been said, the school needs to have an alternate reading
program whose purpose can be improving the factors affecting intrinsic motivation
for students to achieve reading habits and better reading skills and so get better levels
of reading competence.

According to this research, the school is using more multidirectional methods and
approaches to reading than actually specific guidelines for literacy, which in terms of
learning are not necessarily to be considered negative. On the other hand, some extra
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activities and foci to literacy and reading motivation may be implemented as helpers
to re-orientate and set a current extra - class reading program, which will involve not
only a theoretical frame towards reading as a tool for learning, but also a
complementary guideline for literacy, underlying a successful motivational interest to
be established in the school’s students.

It was found that at La Salle University Claudia Patricia Acosta and Vianey Adriana
Cruz (2002) made a research called:

“Motivación a la lectura a partir de contextos reales y vivenciales con los niños de los cursos
proposicional A B, Instituto Alberto Merani y de los grados quinto y sexto de la Fundación
Pro niños pobres de Colombia”

This research aimed to show how to improve the reading level in their students
making use of their particular context and so, motivating them to read. One of the
strategies they proposed was to create a place called: “Rincón de lectura” where
students could paste news and scientific and technological information written by
themselves.
They also experienced daily activities in which they shared what they had read
during the week.
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However, the contexts and aims of their research differ from the one set in this
paperwork since the latter intends to motivate students to read in a Foreign Language
(English), through a reading club.

1.4 JUSTIFICATION:

Reading is an activity that fits with many concerns of human life, which are natural
and very important. In this research such concerns have been divided in three main
aspects: The personal, the linguistic and the cognitive.

The personal aspect

Have you ever been depressed? I guess so. There is a point in depression in which
you really need to get out of your mind. You open a book and start reading it and it
seems it knew everything about you; it may help you bring to your mind that person
that is gone, assure you, you made a good decision, or just be with you, without
asking you for anything back. You can close it and open it again, you can throw it and
lift it, you can go over a line many times, you can even tell it what you want, and
what you hate.
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What about that book that broke your life into two moments after having read it?,
would not you like to have it closer when there is nothing left? Would not you like to
let others read it and understand how important it actually is?

What about that book that told you a secret about the world, the history, the ideal
time for cooking, the feelings of a stranger, the Pythagorean theorem, the watercolor
painting technique, the way a teenager loves, the one that told you God exists and the
one that refused it. You may forget its author, its design on the front-page; even its
name or the number of pages, but for sure you will never forget what it made you
learn, or how it made you feel.

Books speak, and we have got the right to hear them and we, as teachers, have the
due to teach our children to admire them and give themselves the chance to interact
with them.

The linguistic aspect

Books are a key for developing learning; the content of linguistic knowledge offered
in the books is immeasurable: Punctuation, special usage of phrases, idioms,
grammatical structures, vocabulary, sentence construction, are all in the books. It is
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proved their effectiveness in language development; a person speaks and writes
better if he / she has a larger background on reading proficiency.

It is mandatory then, to make reading become a habit; the increase and improvement
of linguistic skills gets born and develops through reading; this added to the
discussion, arguing, agreeing, complementing, and even refusing, given by the
reader.

What would it be like, if our students were better readers?, we would find a solution
for many language problems; we would have a better quality in texts produced by
them and of course better results in language proficiency and other areas in which
reading is applicable.

The cognitive aspect

Knowledge is processed and produced through many social, cultural and personal
activities human beings build day by day; by the study and comprehension of
information through the research of different fields, and a variety of methods
implicitly involved.
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Reading is one of the most effective processes which generates and improves
knowledge, but beyond that, other cognitive processes that underline reading:
predicting, inferring, deducing, concluding, summarizing among others.

All these processes have to be developed by a series of specific activities which have
to be planned according to the age of the readers and the level of understanding. For
doing so, the school has to assume the responsibility of dealing with these kinds of
learning varieties and therefore the improvement of the competence in children, by
setting alternatives like the one offered by this project.

This is why an English reading club was created at Colombo Gales School. A place
where students could get in touch with reading, and developed each of the aspects
already mentioned.

The members of the club had the chance to reflect by having a time with themselves
through the “reading to myself”: A session of the reading club where each student
read his/her favorite text and had some guidelines to answer about the personal
opinion of the book and the level of enclosing reached.
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The club also offered an “all together” session: a time to share, discuss and interact
about the readings used for the activity. This stimulated the social role that reading
contains and promotes.

In the linguistic aspect the club offered a global vision of language and considered
those aspects which might have been a weakness for them; this as a result of the
diagnostic test which was designed based on the yearly program that was currently
used.

In the cognitive aspect, the sessions were directed through activities related to the
development of thinking skills. Besides being motivating, they promoted students’
competencies through questioning, reflecting, arguing, concluding, visualizing and
predicting.

The English Reading Club was an experience of learning and improvement at
Colombo Gales School and a chance for students to get closer to the world of reading.
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1.5 OBJECTIVES

For this research some items were determined as the goals to be carried out. These
are:

1.5.1 GENERAL:

1.5.1.1. To make up an English reading club at Colombo Gales School, in order to
motivate fifth graders to read.

1.5.2 SPECIFIC:

1.5.2.1. To set out an appropriate environment for the English reading club.

1.5.2.2. To design ten different English reading workshops for the reading club.

1.5.2.3. To pilot the planned workshops and evaluate their effectiveness.
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Many ideas have been set about reading, its definition, importance, influence and
application, from different points of view and authors considerations, this work will
concentrate on those topics which are the main compounds of its structure.

This theoretical framework will concern then, about what reading is, the reading
process, models of the reading process, reading skills, motivation, children at nine to
twelve years, motivation and reading, aims of a reading program, a reading club,
intensive reading lessons and reading in elementary school.

2.1 WHAT IS READING?

For many people reading is an activity or a series of activities that include a predisposition to be done. This is one reads because there is a reason to. For others,
reading is a need human beings have to please, as far as a person is able to associate
graphemes to phonemes upon a particular context.
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For Kenneth Goodman (1972) “Reading is a receptive language process. It is a
psycholinguistic process in that it starts with a linguistic surface representation
encoded by a writer and ends with meaning which the reader construct. There is thus
an essential interaction between language and thought in reading. The writer encodes
thought as language and the reader decodes language as thought”.

According to Goodman this reading process is influenced by the experience of the
reader and his background, which makes him both efficient and effective: “To
accomplish this efficiency readers maintain constant focus on constructing the
meaning throughout the process always seeking the most direct path to meaning,
using strategies for reducing uncertainty, being selective about the use of the cues
available and drawing deeply on prior conceptual and linguistic competence.
Efficient readers minimize dependence on visual detail”.

Frank Smith (1971) characterizes reading as a process by charting the reader’s path
through a text rather than making judgments of comprehension based on reading
outcomes. He describes reading as “the reduction of uncertainty”. That is, as we
progress through a text we have got some options namely, graphic, phonetic,
syntactic and semantic information, which will provide us with the necessary tools to
explore a text in deep and easily.
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Second Language reading has just recently viewed as an active process; it was
assumed at its beginnings as passive, when bottom up was implemented. “ That is, it
was viewed primarily as a process of reconstructing the author’ s intended meaning
via recognizing the printed letters and words, and building up a meaning for a text
from the smallest textual units at the ¨ bottom¨ ( letters and words) to larger and
larger units at the ¨ top ¨ (phrases, clauses, intersentential linkages). Problems of
second language reading and reading comprehension were viewed as being
essentially decoding problems, deriving meaning from print” Patricia Carrell ( 1988).

Before 1970, due to the influence of the audio lingual method, listening had primacy
over reading and its study and importance were reduced to the study of the relation
between phonemes and graphemes.

On the other hand, some authors like Fries (1963) recognized the importance of a
socio - cultural background in reading, (which was later known as schemata) “A
failure to relate the linguistic meaning of a reading passage to cultural factors would
result in something less than total comprehension” and Rivers (1968) who affirmed
that the bond between culture and language had to be maintained for a nonnative to
understand completely the meaning of a text.
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After Goodman studies, some other authors have referred to reading as a complex
process in which bottom up and top- down approaches are involved, in these the
reader is not only an active participant , but everything in his / hers prior experience
or background knowledge plays a main role.

It was found that for some researchers like Charles Anderson (1992) it is difficult to
define reading: “Because of the vastness of the area it might seem foolish to attempt
to answer the question: What is reading?” and that for other authors like Christine
Nuttall (1982) who intends to make a self-construction of the reading concept; setting
a proper definition of reading should include words like: Understand, interpret,
meaning and sense.

All these concepts about reading will be taken into account for the project application,
which will consider the importance of reading as a psycholinguistic process, the
reading methods, the reading social role as well as its improvement tested through
effectiveness.
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2.2 THE READING PROCESS

Reading as said before is more a process than a product, again, Kenneth Goodman,
speaks about the reading process from the research of a reading method. This model
has been developed using the concept, scientific methodology and terminology of
psycholinguistics who study the relation of language and thought. For this he started
to select a group and the miscues occurred in this group, observation would take a
useless place if other aspects were not considered: “The reading researcher must look
beyond behavior to process, oral miscue analysis is the tool I have found most useful
in the depth analysis behavior as I have sought to understand the reading process”
said Goodman (1969), by concentration on reading miscues the research can conclude
what made the reader deviate from the word or sentence as well as to evaluate the
visual or perceptual factors and the semantic or syntactic ones involved.

These are some considerations about the reading process made by Goodman:

“Language, reading included, must be seen in its social context. Readers will show
the influence of the dialect they control, both productively and receptively as they
read. Further, the common experience, concepts, interests, views and lifestyles of
readers with common social and cultural backgrounds will also be reflected by how
and what people read and what they take from their reading. Competence, what
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readers are capable of doing, must be separated from performance, what we observe
them to do. The competence is the control of and flexibility in using the reading
process, their performance is simply the observable result of the competence.

Language must be studied in its human context. That is not a humanistic assertion, it
is a scientific fact. Human language learning are not usefully described with learning
theories derived from the study of rats, pigeons and other non- language users”.

Finally the language process can be summarized according to Goodman’s model like
this:

1. Optical: Information input
2. Perception: Image information, analysis, feature analysis, prior predictions.
3. Syntactic cycle: Assigning internal surface structure and deep structure.
4. Construct meaning: Decode, assimilate and accommodate

The reading process involves many other facts as social, cultural and human which
for sure will affect the level of competence and performance in reading.
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2.3 MODELS OF THE READING PROCESS

As Goodman many other authors have concerned about the models of reading, here
we will refer to the main characteristics of a model and some of those models will be
considered by recognizing some of their principles, as well as a contextualization
about history and current reading models.

Jay Samuels and Michael Kamil (1977) point on three main characteristics of a good
model:

a) It can summarize the past: when the model is developed it can synthesize much of
the information which was gathered in the past.

b) It can help us to understand the present: After setting the relations to the past, the
model must enable us to understand the present by making the complexity of the
phenomenon a simpler and more understandable series of facts.

c) It can predict the future: From a good model, hypothesis may be set and further
research can be applied.

These are some of the models of the reading process:
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During the 1960’s and early 70’s, a number of scholars developed more or less formal
methods of the reading process. Hockberg (1970), Mackworth (1972), and Levin and
Kaplan (1970) speculated about what a model

describing the processes of skilled

reading must account for. Carroll (1964) provided a definition of reading along with a
simple one way flow diagram from visual stimulus to an oral language recording to
meaning responses, Carroll’s purpose was to be illustrative not definitive,
consequently, his models leaves many stages imprecisely specified.

Rudell (1969) developed a system of communication model of reading that differed
from its predecessors in its special detail of component processes and stages.

Goodman also worked out a model of reading over several years (1965, 1966, 1967,
1976) that culminated in a relatively formal statement of the model’s component and
stages (1970) complete with a flow diagram.

With the publication of Gough’s model of reading (1972), the impact of the
information processing approach to studying mental processes is seen within the
reading field. It is controversial because of Gough’s assumption that all letters in the
visual field must be accounted for individually by the reader prior to the assignment
any string of letters.
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In more current models, Rumelhart (1977) talks about linear models which pass
information in one direction only and which do not permit the information contained
in a higher stage to influence the processing of a lower stage contain a serious
deficiency, this means the production of non-interactive process stages.

Bottom up and Top down approaches were widely discussed since Smith and
Goodman, who emphasize in their writings the importance of the contribution made
by the reader to the reading process.

Bottom – up approaches are defined by Charles Alderson (2000) as “Serial models,
where the reader begins with the printed word, recognizes graphic stimuli, decodes
them to sound, recognizes words and decodes meanings. Each component involves
sub processes which take place independently of each other, and build upon prior
sub processes.

These approaches were intimately related to behaviorism and to the audio-lingual
method; which stated that children need to learn to recognize letters before they can
actually read words.

Top – down approaches, on the other hand, were based on schemata. Smith (1971)
claims that non visual information transcends the text, and includes the readers’
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experience with the reading process, knowledge of the content of the text, familiarity
with the structures and patterns of the language and of specific text types, as well as
generalized knowledge of the world and specific subject matter knowledge.

An emblematic statement of the Top – down approach can be found in Schank (1978):
“We would claim that in natural language understanding a simple rule is followed.
Analysis proceeds in a top – down predictive manner. Understanding is expectation
based. It is only when the expectations are useless or wrong that Bottom – up
processing begins.”

The contributions of both Bottom – up and Top down approaches have dealt with a
series of critics and have become part of large works made by researchers and
psycholinguists.

As a result of the characterization of the reading process, the relations of every of its
components originated the creation of the Interactive models. In these, processing is
thought to be parallel rather than serial.

Stanovich (1980), on the other hand, has developed a model in which the degree of
interaction among components depends upon knowledge deficits in individual
components, where the interaction occurs to compensate for deficits. He states:
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“Interactive models of reading appear to provide a more accurate conceptualization
of reading performance than do strictly top down or bottom up models. When
combined with an assumption of compensatory processing interactive models
provide a better account of the existing data on the use of orthographic structure and
sentence context by good and poor readers”

Stanovish incorporates what is known about skilled and unskilled reading into an
interactive compensatory model, this is a leveling in top down and bottom up
reading models and a complementary work on reader’s sensitive to syntactic and
semantic knowledge.

By reviewing and testing some of these models, we can have a starting point onto a
practical application of reading and a further construction of cognitive models.

2.4 READING SKILLS

Reading as said before is a tool for facilitating learning. Any learner should be taught
how to read and for so doing, reading skills should be seen from the reading
techniques approach which facilitate and stimulate the skills already mentioned.
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It may seem familiar for a student to know these techniques. However it becomes
necessary to emphasize on their structures and aims.

The Sensitizing technique refers to all of what the students need to cope with
unfamiliar words and complex or obscure sentences. For this technique three main
skills are involved: Inference, understanding relations within the sentence and linking
sentences and ideas.

Grellet (1999) defines Inferring as “the use of syntactic, logical and cultural clues to
discover the meaning of unknown elements. If these are words, then word–formation
and derivation will also play and important part”.

He suggests that when dealing with a new text it is better not to explain the difficult
words to the learners beforehand, because this would get them used not to making
any effort to getting cope with the text.

Learners approaching inferring will use the dictionary only after having tried to work
out a solution on their own. This is why it is vital to develop such skill.

Grellet claims that: “Inability to infer the meaning of unknown elements often causes
discouragement and apprehension in students when they are faced with a new text.
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A similar problem arises when students are unable to get an immediate grasp of
sentence structures. This will be a definite handicap in the case of text with relatives
embedded clauses and complex structures. It is therefore important to train the
students, to look first for the “core” of the sentence (subject – verb). In order to do
that, learners can be asked to divide passages into sense groups and underline, box or
recognize in some other ways the important elements of each sentence in a passage”.

When sensitizing it is very important to prepare the students to recognize the various
devices used to create textual cohesion and more particularly the use of reference and
link – words. Reference covers all the devices that permit lexical relationship within a
text (anaphora, cataphora, synonymy, hyponymy, comparison, nominalization, etc.)

Again, Grellet says that: “It is important for the students to realize that a text is not
made up of independent sentences or clauses, but that is a web of related ideas that
are announced, introduced and taken up again later throughout the passage with the
help of the references”.

By linking sentences and ideas a reader can extract the gist of a text, if it is internally
connected to what has been read. This action of linking ideas must be taught by many
activities dealing with recognizing functions and connectors, completing texts with
the missing link-word or transforming a series of statements into a coherent text.
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Improving reading speed is another reading technique which improves and
facilitates reading. Students who read too slowly will easily get discouraged and tend
to stumble on unfamiliar words and fail to grasp the general meaning of the passage.

One of the most common ways of increasing reading speed is to give the students
passages to read and to ask them to time themselves. A conversion table taking the
length of the text and the reading time into account, will tell them what their reading
speed is and will make it easier for them to try and read a little faster every time.

The reading flexibility concept is also important to be managed by the students; some
paragraphs have to be read carefully while some others do not. This concept implies
that the student should be conscious of his/her reading speed level and of the level of
attention required by a certain type of text, paragraph or sentence.

Silent reading has to be managed while reading. Since the eyes are faster than the
tongue, reading out loud and sub vocalizing should be avoided when working with
reading speed.

Children should be stimulated to self-evaluate and compromise about their reading
speed. This will improve and facilitate their reading performance.
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Skimming and scanning are techniques that can also be determined as skills, where
some other sub skills underlie.

Scanning can be defined as glancing rapidly through a text either to search for a
specific piece of information or to get an initial impression of whether the text is
suitable for a given purpose.

By skimming, it is meant glancing rapidly through a text either to determine its gist
or in order to keep ourselves superficially informed about matters that are not of a
great importance to us.

To develop these skills, predicting, defined as the ability to guess what comes next, is
at the core of techniques such as anticipation or skimming.

Predicting can be afforded by a very systematic training which can be taught to the
students by giving them unfinished passages to complete or by going to a text little
by little, stopping after each sentence in order to predict what is likely to come next.

Unlike predicting, previewing is a very specific reading technique which involves
using the table of contents, the appendix, the preface, the chapter and the paragraph
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headings in order to find out where the required information is likely to be. It is very
useful when skimming and scanning and as a study skill.

Grellet claims that “motivation is of great importance when reading. Partly because
most of what we usually read is what we want to read (books, magazines, articles,
etc.), but also being motivated means that we start reading the text prepared to find a
number of thins in it, expecting to find answers to a number of questions and specific
information or ideas we are interested in. This “expectation” is inherent in the process
of reading which is a permanent interrelationship between the reader and the text.

What we already know about the subject and what we are looking for is actually as
important as what we draw from the text. When reading we keep making predictions
which, in their turn, will be confirmed or corrected”

According to what has been said, it is important to encourage students to choose the
topics they wish to read about. However when dealing with greater group, it may not
always be easy to agree on definite subjects and the teacher may also wish to
introduce a new topic which he believes might be of interest. When this is the case it
is often worthwhile to spend some time getting the students ready to read a given
text. Before the students start reading a text, they can always be asked to look for the
answers to specific questions.
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While dealing with reading it is impossible to avoid dealing with motivation and its
features.

2.5 MOTIVATION

Day by day, more is said about teaching and learning. Facts are analyzed and studies
keep on searching deep to find out how to make students improve their skills and
progress to get a better level of competence.

Reading has been part of this research; teachers wonder how reading habits and
higher quality performance can be acquired. They keep asking themselves: why some
students are very successful whilst others are not?

This research does not point out to answer this question but it does concern about
some of the possible factors which seem to have a strong effect on students’
performance.

One of these factors is that, in which it is very strongly believed, that students who
really want to learn will succeed no matter what circumstances they have to go
through such as social conditions, used methods or non proactive teachers. This
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suggests that the motivation students bring to class is the greatest factor affecting
their success.

Being motivation such an important issue, it shall be considered to define it. Jeremy
Harmer (1991) describes it as “Some kind of internal drive that encourages somebody
to pursue a course of action. If we perceive a goal (that is something we want to
achieve) and if that goal is sufficiently attractive, we will be strongly motivated to do
whatever is necessary to reach that goal”.

This internal drive plays a main role in students’ progress, since it is the engine that
activates all of the necessary compounds for the learning processes to be produced.
This engine can be classified into two main categories: Extrinsic motivation, which is
concerned with factors outside the classroom and intrinsic motivation, which is
concerned with what takes place inside the classroom.

Extrinsic motivation can be subdivided in two main types: Integrative motivation and
instrumental motivation.

For integrative motivation the students should be attracted by the culture of the
target language community and the desire of becoming part of it. For instrumental
motivation students believe that managing a target language will help them get a
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better position or status or a good job in which language is just an instrument to reach
such a goal.

Many other factors have an impact upon a student’s level of extrinsic motivation: The
socio cultural background, his parents and the influence of his peers. We as teachers
cannot create this kind of motivation but we can do the best to assure that students
view the language and the learning experience from a positive perspective.

Since some students can bring little or no extrinsic motivation to the class. It is then of
vital importance to improve the factors that affect the intrinsic motivation as the
physical conditions, the method, the teacher and success.

1) The physical Conditions: According to Harmer physical conditions have a great
effect on learning and can alter the students’ motivation either positively or
negatively and teachers are to make their classrooms as pleasant as possible “We can
say, then, that the atmosphere in which a language is learnt is vitally important: the
cold grayness of much institutionalized education must be compensated for in some
way if it is not to have a negative effect on motivation”.

2) The method: Many methods can be applied in teaching reading; some which the
students can feel confident with and some which can generate frustration and de –
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motivation in them. Methods can be managed and directed, they are in the hands of
the most important factor affecting motivation, the teacher.

3) The teacher: Teachers play a role of big importance; two equal methods can be
applied by different teachers and the results can be vastly different. How can we
assess the qualities a teacher needs to help in providing intrinsic motivation?

Denis Girard (1970) attempted to answer this question. A thousand children between
the ages of twelve and seventeen were asked to put in a list the teachers “qualities” in
order of preference. The results showed that students were more concerned that
classes should be interesting and the relation teacher – student shall be more a
friendly relation in which students could be motivated to read and success than a
frightening activity in which they could experience failure.

Again Harmer describes motivation through defining success: “Success or lack of it
plays a vital part in the motivational drive of a student. Both complete success and
complete failure may be de – motivating. It will be the teacher’s job to set goals or
tasks which he could realistically expect the students to be able to achieve”.

When researching on motivation it is crucial to determine to what age group level are
motivational factors referring to. In this case it will be referring to children.
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Children are curious and this is in itself is motivating, they will always seek teacher
approval. Harmer claims that: “Children need frequently changes of activity: they
need activities which are exciting and stimulate their curiosity: they need to be
involved in something active, and they need to feel appreciated by the teacher, a very
important figure for him. It is unlikely that they will have any motivation outside
these considerations”.

It is important then to identify the main characteristics of the population used for this
research, fifth graders between nine to twelve years.

2.6 CHILDREN AT NINE TO TWELVE YEARS.

Children at this age are characterized, as said by Papalia (1997) especially for an
intensive intellectual growing; the egocentric guy starts becoming a more logic
person.

Piaget (1962) described this stage as the entrance to the concrete operations age: “The
focus of the information processing is directed to the advances in memory and
problem solving”.
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At this age children can use symbols to carry out operations. By having different
perspectives, children can analyze a situation from diverse points of view; mental
operation known as uncenter.

It is important to know that children have to be highly motivated to learn by means
of setting a class where rules will be established and processes of challenging
students’ skills can be afforded.

Memory plays a main role at this stage, short and long memory channels amplify the
number of codes available. It involves skills like codification, storing and recovering
of information; which because of the development of certain mechanisms like
organization, elaboration and repetition can reach high levels of improvement.

At school teachers have a strong influence in children’s success, since their affectation
through positive or negative regards interferes students’ self esteem and
consequently their academic performance.

These characteristics help guide this work to know the kind of children used in the
population and the cognitive development reached at this age. It becomes a due for
teachers to find ways to make them better readers and research about the type of
motivation used for such purpose.
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2.7 MOTIVATION AND READING

Learning as a process involves many different environments which may be attached
to multiple circumstances, which can definitely affect it: The same happens with
reading, as it was said at the beginning, motivation is a considerable topic on this
field.

How do we want our students to read if they are not intrinsically motivated to do so?
And if besides this, the extrinsic motivation we offer fills more the teacher’s than the
student’s expectations?

As interest in reading research spiked in the 1980's. The bulk of activity focused on
the cognitive aspects of reading, such as word recognition and comprehension. In the
1990's however, there was a general recognition that the affective elements of reading
were equally important. Motivation, in particular, was designated as being as integral
to reading instruction as skill building. In poll after poll, teachers voiced the notion
that motivating students was their top priority.

To build motivation, one must first be able to define it. Leading researcher, J.T.
Guthrie (2001), defines highly motivated readers as those who "generate their own
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literacy learning opportunities, and, in so doing, they begin to determine their own
destiny as literacy learners."

From this perspective, motivation can be seen as part of the engagement process.
According to researchers such as Gambrell, Wigfield, Guthrie, Alvermann, and Baker,
reading motivation is the prime component of engagement. An engaged reader is one
who reads for different purposes, scaffolds knowledge to build new learnings, and
participates in meaningful social interactions around reading. "Engaged readers seek
to understand; they enjoy learning and they believe in their reading abilities"
(Guthrie, 2001).

Being an engaged reader is strongly correlated with reading achievement. In fact,
engagement in reading can compensate for low achievement due to socioeconomic
status or parents' educational level. Children who become engaged readers can
overcome the disadvantages of risk.

What makes a child an engaged reader? The answer is not straightforward, for when
it comes to motivation, it is not an either/or construct. It is not a question of being
either motivated or unmotivated: motivation is multifaceted. This means that within
every individual, some motivational factors will prove stronger than others.
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Anders Fransson (1973) refers to motivation and students attitude towards reading,
considering that a highly motivated student works hard and learns more than a less
motivated one.

“Since the beginning of this century psychologists and educational researchers have
reported a large number of experiments on the relation between motivation and
learning performance and tried to summarize their findings in theories. It is an
intellectual challenge to try to reconcile the contrasting findings. Sometimes a
moderate positive relation is reported, sometimes a negative one and very often no
relation at all. The confusing findings contrast markedly with the importance ascribed
to motivation in the classroom. The teacher turning to experimental research to
motivation to get help on his daily work will surely be disappointed. Of course
researchers have tried to help him find some pattern in the confusing mass of results,
but these patterns are not easy to apply in practice.

Almost without exception learning researchers have tried to manipulate level by
varying the amount of reward for and the thread of punishment for failure. Level of
anxiety in the learning situation has often been regarded as a proper expression of
level of motivation”.
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The Yerkes – Dodson law (Annex 2), named after two researchers working at the
beginning of this century attempts to summarize the relation between the level of
motivation and the level of learning performance. Up to an optimal point an increase
in level of motivation is accompanied by a rise in learning performance: An increase
beyond that point seems to have negative effects. The position of the optimal points
depends on the difficulty of the learning task. The easier the task, the higher the level
of motivation. The Yerkes - Dodson law summarizes some empirical observations but
does not offer any explanation.

Some authors have made distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.
Intrinsic motivation has a quiet different quality and is characterized among other
things by total involvement of self and lack of anxiety. It is a state where the
relevance for the learner of the content of the learner material is the main reason for
learning.

There is no disruptive effects of intense intrinsic motivation argue Biggs and Saltz
who criticized The Yerkes – Dodson law. Biggs establishes a distinction between
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation and remarks that the law describes only the relation
between extrinsic motivation and learning.
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Saltz, on the other hand, emphasizes on the level of anxiety that often accompanies
extrinsic motivation and adds that the curvilinear relation between level of
motivation and learning performance described by Yerkes and Dodson law might be
regarded as the combined effect of increased efforts and disruptive effects of anxiety.

If Salt’s position about the law were right, the teacher’s role should be directed more
to reduce the level of anxiety than to find the optimal level of motivation.

Dewey coined the term “unified activity” to denote intrinsically motivated activity
and contrasted it to “diverted activity” Where the attention of the subject alternates
between the task itself and possible consequences to the end of the product. The
intrinsically motivated subject forgets about himself and the external situation. All his
energies are devoted to the task and he feels free to explore and experiment for the
sake of satisfying his curiosity and increasing his curiosity to deal with the
environment. The extrinsically motivated subject tries to find out the demands of his
teachers or parents. ‘young children in school spend extraordinary time and effort
working out what it is that the teacher wants, and usually come to the conclusion that
she wants tidiness or remembering or doing things at a certain time, in a certain way’.
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Fransson’s research attempts to connect motivation and approaches to learning. In his
experiment he identifies two types of learners: The ones called “Surface – level
learners” and the “Deep– level learners”.

Surface – level learning approach was characterized by the focus of the reader on
learning the text itself; as well as the counting of arguments and memorized cue
terms.

Deep – level learners were characterized by having regarded the text as an instrument
to understand the world better, related the ideas of the text to their own previous
knowledge and experiences and reacted emotionally and evaluatively to the text.

In the first part of his research, Fransson evaluates how to induce deep- level
processing and draws out a conclusion based on Edfeldt (1976) “There is no shortcut
to deep-level processing”

In the second stage of his research he intends to stimulate motivation and decrease
the level of anxiety, contrasting both, surface and deep lever processing and intrinsic
motivation level.
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Some of the conclusions of his research are quite important and will be considered in
this paper work:

1) “Both extrinsic and Intrinsic motivation were positively related to results on the
factual knowledge test, so that the stronger the motivation (be it intrinsic or extrinsic)
the better the score. In other words there seem to be no Yerkes - Dodson effect

2) The lack of experimental effects among subjects strong in intrinsic motivation was
at least partly caused by the paradoxical behavior of subjects high in trait anxiety.
3) Trait anxiety is the characteristic of people who are habitually anxious in a given
situation, regardless of their habitual anxiety.

4) It has been possible to show that the type of motivation of reading a particular text
is an important factor influencing the choice of approach to learning, and thus also
determining likely levels of outcome.

5) The conclusion to be drawn for teaching is that if deep – level processing is valued,
every effort must be made to avoid threatening conditions, which rely mainly on
extrinsic motivation”.
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The research attempted to take advantage of both types of motivation so that the
students could get involved in their own reading process by enjoying the experience
it brings and looking forward to further knowledge applications.

2.8 AIMS OF A READING PROGRAM

To recognize the aims of a reading program it is necessary to establish the differences
between a language lesson and a reading lesson. Language lessons are usually based
on texts, they are more often lessons of pronunciation, vocabulary or structure than
reading lessons, these lessons are needed of course, but we also need to have reading
lessons if we want our students to acquire the ability to read in EFL.

A reading lesson needs first, a type of book likely to be different, this means books
not to teach language, but for any other authentic purposes of writing: to inform, to
entertain and so on. Secondly, the procedures have to be different, because the aim of
the reading lesson is to develop the student’s ability to extract the message the text
contains. Since different kinds of text make different demands on the reader, the
procedures used in reading lessons will also have to be varied. Moreover different
readers may respond in different ways to the same text. The reading lesson needs to
make allowances for both the variety of texts and the variety of readers.
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In the aim of the reading program we may establish it along these lines: Nuttal (1982)
“To enable students to read without help unfamiliar authentic texts, at appropriate
speed, silently and with adequate understanding”

This aim implies that:

1) The reading program should pretend to give the students the tools for reading by
developing the reading ability. Reading texts they are not familiar with, a text the
student has never seen before, neither in class nor in any other context.

2) The improvement on speed without loss of effectiveness can also generate the
improvement of competence, abilities like scanning and skimming.

The level of flexibility can also determine how competent a reader is if he varies the
speed and his whole manner of reading according to the text and his reading
purpose.

3) Reading silently shall be promoted; more concentration and effectiveness will be
produced if the student is stimulated to get the silent reading habit.
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4) Finally, the getting of messages from the texts will conclude with a well applied
reading lesson, by reducing the number of times the reader has got to go over the
text, and improving the acquired concepts or author’s message.

2.9 A READING CLUB

A reading club can be defined from different perspectives, The Webster dictionary
defines a Club as : “An association of persons for the promotion of some common
object, as literature, science, politics, good fellowship” and Hyper dictionary defines a
reading room as: “A room set aside for reading”.

Having defined a reading room and a club it is important to attempt to a definition of
a reading club in www.Kidsreads.com a reading club is said to be: “A group of
students who meet regularly to read and discuss books. They can talk about the
stories they have read and how they relate to their own lives and experiences. They
can talk about themes, characters and the language in the books they read, they can
also share books with each other and discover new types of books to read.

In this research a reading club tended to focus more in intensive than in extensive
reading, though the characteristics and ideals of a reading club were maintained.
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Some suggestions on how to make up a reading club are proposed by
www.Kidsreads.com and were taken into account for this paperwork:, some of them
are:

Make a time and place where your reading club will meet. Set up a collection of
books to choose from. You could concentrate on different genres - like science fiction,
adventure, fantasy or humour. You could recommend books to each other.

Organise "Book Selling". Bring a book you've read and enjoyed and share it with the
group. Other members of the club 'buy' the book. (Keep a list of who is reading what,
so personal copies of books do not go astray.)

Bring a book that you remember from when you were very young. Make a display of
the books and talk about why very young children enjoy them so much.

Set aside some time during the session for reading out loud. Set up reading buddies
to read and share a book together. Organize drama sessions based on episodes in
books.

Talk about books and how they are made - the cover, the blurb, the spine and the
gutter, the end-papers, illustration, size of print etc.
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You may wish to research a particular topic together - the life cycle of the frog, go-cart
racing, surfing - and then to create your own book on the subject.

Many of these considerations were applied and conditioned to the type of research
and the problem of investigation; as well as the social and cultural background and
special characteristics found in the research population.

2.10 INTENSIVE READING

Most of the skills we want our students to develop are trained by studying text in
detail. But others must be developed by the use of longer texts, including complete
books. These two approaches are described traditionally as intensive and extensive
reading.

Intensive reading was the approach this I dealt with in this research, because of the
characteristics of this paper work.

The aim of an intensive reading program is to arrive at a profound and detailed
understanding of the text: not only of what it means, but also of how the meaning is
produced. The ¨how¨ is as important as the ¨what¨, for the intensive reading lesson is
intended primarily to train students in reading strategies.
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For Christine Nuttal (1982) the set of objectives of an intensive reading program
should include:

“After completing a reading course, the student will:

1) Use skimming when appropriate to ensure that he reads only what is relevant and
to help subsequent comprehension

2) Make use of a non - text information (especially diagrams etc.) to supplement the
text and increase understanding.

3) Read in different ways according to his purpose and the type of text.

4) Not worry if he does not understand every word, except when complete accuracy
is important.

5) Recognize that a good writer chooses his words carefully and would have meant
something different if he had chosen A rather than B.

6) Make use of the reference system, discourse makers, to help himself to unravel the
meaning of difficult passages.
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7) Be aware that a sentence with the same signification may have a different value in
different contexts; and be able to identify the value.

8) Be able to make use of rhetorical organization of the text to help him to interpret a
complex message.

9) Be aware that a write does not express everything he means and be able to make
inferences as required.

10) Be aware that his own expectations influence his interpretations and recognize
those occasions when the writer’s assumptions differ from his own.

11) Be aware when necessary, that he has not understood the text, and be able to
locate the source of misunderstanding and tackle it.

12) Respond fully to the text whatever is appropriate

In this research intensive reading was considered as the first step to extensive reading
and the objectives of an intensive reading program were guidelines for planning,
executing and evaluating the work.
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For further research, extensive reading approach could complement this line of
investigation.

2.11 READING IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

We have seen different perspectives about reading, the way it is produced, the
methods, and the aims of the program, now we will talk about teaching reading to
children which may differ from other ages reading program. This project will be put
into practice with 10 to 12 year children, for this reason the focus of the method and
its application will consider:

Reading in English in the early stages will usually remain at the word level, where
children play, Dominoes, Snap or Bingo they become familiar with typical letter
combinations and to practice recognizing words. The learners at this stage will still
need to rely on pictorical information to provide a context for understanding the
written word. Other activities, such as labeling pictures or reading lists, help them
recognize key words in a written text. Gradually, the children will become more
confident in reading the written word without other visual prompts.

Children also learn from working with interest concrete activities that may derive
from written or listening activities. They range from activities which develop phonic
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skills or encourage sight recognition of key vocabulary to those which lead to practice
in other skills, such as speaking listening or writing. Many of these activities
emphasize reading for meaning and reading to improve conceptual development of
thinking skills such as problem solving. They are useful alternative techniques for
checking reading comprehension and provide variety, thus helping to maintain the
pupils’ interest in reading.

Teaching reading to elementary children implies a series of methods and activities
that besides motivating to learning can be funny and help student assume a closer
relation with reading.

The structure of this theoretical frame, and its compounds are orientated to set
different visions about reading and its importance, many of the considerations
already mentioned, tend to justify why a reading club stimulates key ideas on
learning and assures the improvement of reading skills in E.F.L.

A reading club as the one offered by this research, is supported by many authors and
theories which concern about three main aspects: Reading, motivation and what fifth
graders are like.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

This chapter attempts to match the purpose of the current work with some of the
methodologies, techniques and approaches existing in teaching research. It is given in
different stages: Type of research, population selection, duration, instruments and
procedure

3.1. TYPE OF RESEARCH

Diane Larsen (1997) establishes a difference between two types of methodologies as
to know qualitative and quantitative, where the former is “an ethnographic study in
which the researchers do not set out to test hypotheses, but rather to observe what is
present with their focus, and consequently the data”. On the other hand, a
quantitative study intents to test “a hypotheses through the use of objective
instruments and appropriate statistical analyses”.
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Taking into account the lack of motivation from students towards reading at
Colombo Gales School posed at the beginning of this research, an English Reading
Club was proposed as a tool to increase such motivation and so, improve learners’
reading skills and English level.

The effectiveness of the club, concerning students’ motivation and reading – English
level improvement had to be tested through the application of a series of activities
and the analysis of students’ behavior, reactions and results towards the activities.
Since there was a hypothesis to be corroborated, this research can be considered as a
quantitative one.

However, keeping in mind that the piloting and data collection lasted three months,
this investigation fits in the longitudinal approach, which according to Larsen “could
easily be characterized by at least three of the qualitative paradigm attributes:
Naturalistic (use of spontaneous speech), process – oriented (in that it takes place
over time) and ungeneralizable (few subjects)”.

She pinpoints the fact that the longitudinal or cross-sectional approach should not be
associated exclusively with one paradigm: quantitative or qualitative, and that there
is not a fixed rigid line dividing the two paradigms. The methodological design
should be determined then, by the research question and not vice - versa.
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The research methods are arranged by Larsen along a continuum:

QUALITATIVE

QUANTITATIVE

Introspection

Non Participant Pre-experimental

Experimental

Observation
Participant

Focused

Quasi -

Observation

Description

experimental

Since the beginning of the current research, it was believed that the English Reading
Club proposed could influence students’ attitude towards reading. It attempted to
establish a relationship between some treatment –the activities inside the club- and
some consequence –the increase of intrinsic motivation- (Larsen:1997).

The previous specifications belong to what Oschner (1979) called true experiments,
where “the goal of researchers using them is to predict and explain human behavior”.
According to Larsen, in order to establish the mentioned relationship two criteria
must be satisfied: there must be experimental and control groups, and subjects must
be randomly assigned to those groups. As it will be explained in the next item
(Population), the English Reading Club was made up by, a group of fifteen fifth
graders who were chosen according to a questionnaire.
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Pre-experimental methodology meets the previous criteria. “It provides useful
insights into Second Language Acquisition which later may be tested using more
rigorous procedures” (Larsen). After the piloting of the club, changes in students’
motivation, attitudes and results were observed (Refer to Data Analysis). But at the
same time, new doors were opened towards deeper research in different fields to test
its effectiveness.

The one-group pretest-posttest design makes part of the pre-experimental research.
Keeping in mind that the members of the club were applied a pre, while and post test
during the piloting, as well as the information already given, this research is
considered to be a one-group pretest-posttest design, being part of the preexperimental methodology, which in the continuum is closer to the quantitative
paradigm, without forgetting its qualitative attributes, as well as the use of the
introspection technique for collecting data (refer to Instruments).

3.2 POPULATION

The English Reading Club was made up by a group of fifteen students from fifth
grade between nine and twelve years, at Colombo Gales ( a bilingual school located at
the north of Bogotá), who did not attend any extra class (tennis, swimming, skating.
etc). And so, had an additional English class given by the school.
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Since the original group was too large, the population was selected after the analysis
of a questionnaire applied before starting the reading club (Annex 3).

The criterion for the selection was to have mixed profiles: Boys and girls, with
different English levels. Some of them were good readers and some others did not
like reading.

3.3 DURATION

The duration was determined in three different main events: The planning, the
piloting and the evaluation.

For the planning it was necessary to start designing a structure for the English
Reading Club. It concerned research and methodology support. This stage lasted at
about six months.

The piloting stage took ten sessions of two hours each, from eight thirty to ten thirty
a.m. It lasted four months including the piloting evaluation and data collection and
analysis.
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3.4 INSTRUMENTS

In this research data was gathered from two different perspectives: that of the
teacher- researcher with diaries and tape photography, and that of the group under
investigation through the application of questionnaires and production tasks (tests).

3.4.1. Diary

This technique belongs to the introspective methods. According to Nunan (1992),
“introspection is the process of observing and reflecting on one’s thoughts, feelings
and motives, reasoning processes and mental states with a view to determining the
ways in which these processes and states determine our behavior”.

The diary provided information about the teacher reflection towards students’
attitudes during the development of the activities (refer to data analysis). It was
recorded at the end of each session taking into account the following perspectives:

1) Students attitude towards the activities.
2) Students difficulties during the development of the activities.
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3.4.2. Tape Photography:

This technique was also kept by the teacher researcher ( refer to tape photography
annexes). It was mainly used to support the information collected from the diary and
students questionnaires. They also constituted a way of illustrating particular
teaching episodes during the “sharing books session” (activity 2), the “an encounter
with poetry session”(activity 3), the “sharing reading session” (activity 9) and the
closing the club session (activity 10).

3.4.3. Questionnaires:

According to Hopkins (1985), this elicitation technique is a “quick and simple way of
obtaining broad and rich information from pupils”. During the piloting of the English
Reading Club, three questionnaires were applied. They enabled the teacherresearcher to get quantitative data from learners’ point of view, about specific
questions concerning English level, performance improvement, motivating activities,
willingness to read, reasons for reading, definition of an English Reading Club, and
some consideration about it.

Closed and opened-ended questions were used. “A closed item is one in which the
range of possible responses is determined by the researcher” and “an open item is
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one in which the subject can decide what to say and how to say it”. Among the first
type, multiple-choice questions (as in first questionnaire, point number two), ranked
questions (as in the third questionnaire, point number one) and scaled questions (as
in the second questionnaire, point number one) were used. (Mc Donough and Mc
Donough: 1997). (See annexes 16-17-18)

3.4.4. Production tasks

“In investigating language learning and use, one can attempt to obtain naturalistic
samples from learners as they interact in the target language” (Nunan 1992).

Taking into account the one-group pretest – posttest nature of this research, besides
getting information from students’ point of view, it was also necessary to apply some
tests to observe students’ results concerning reading skills and English level
improvement.

Within the piloting stage, different reading skills were studied (refer to English
Reading Club Proposal) and evaluated by means of the application of three tests
(Annexes 3, 4 and 5), which provided important data about the learners performance
and improvement in reading, and so, the effectiveness of the reading club proposed.
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3.5 PROCEDURE:

The research was carried out through the following steps:

3.5.1. Population selection:

The population in this paperwork was selected according to the criteria already
mentioned in 3.2.

3.5.2. Activities design:

The design of the ten sessions was made taking into account the necessities of the
group, the research question, the objectives set in 1.3, and the development of reading
skills, by using the reading techniques ( refer to 2.4) .

3.5.3. Opening the Club, formal presentation to school members:

After the proposal had been approved by the school directive staff, an opening
session was made. In this all the elementary school community was informed and
introduced the English Reading Club.
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3.5.4. Implementing the club

After being planned and approved, the piloting of the activities was carried out (as
mentioned in population).

3.5.5. Evaluating the activities

After having made the piloting, the data were analyzed and this written work was
given as a result of such research ( see annexes 3-4-5).
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CHAPTER 4: ENGLISH READING CLUB PROPOSAL

This chapter refers to all the activities proposed for the reading club. They intend as
said before, to stimulate intrinsic motivation in students towards reading, develop
reading skills and, by so doing, increase the English level at school.

Many of the activities designed, were based on the book Developing Reading Skills,
by Francoise Grellet (1999). He attempts to set a group of activities made to foster the
reading skills through the use of reading techniques (already mentioned in the
theoretical framework).

Some others as “an encounter with poetry” were based on students’ interest. This
drawn from the statistical analysis made in the first questionnaire.

The following are the activities designed for the reading club:
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ACTIVITY NUMBER 1

TOPIC: Getting to know the reading club.

NUMBER OF HOURS: 2.

RESOURCES: A variety of books, markers, paper sheets with the given questionnaire
(refer to methodological framework).

OBJECTIVES:
1) To get students involved in what the reading club is going to be like.
2) To use different strategies to stimulate students to give their personal opinions
about reading.
3) To get a perception of the type of activities students would like to perform in the
club.

PROCEDURES:

Introduction: Students were welcomed and congratulated for having been selected
as members of the reading club, then they read what was written on the board
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“Reading is the door to knowledge” and gave their personal opinions about that
statement.

Then they answered: What is a reading club? Some time was used for sharing ideas
about their answers.

Development: Some books about different topics were left on the table, students
were told to get one of the books and sit down anywhere they wanted to read it.

Then they shared the books by groups telling the others what they had liked from the
books (even the drawings, the title or the front-page, etc.)

Closing the meeting: They were asked some questions about the activity (Annex 6)
and their answers were shared with the other members.
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ACTIVITY NUMBER 2

TOPIC: Lightning and thunder.

NUMBER OF HOURS: 2.

RESOURCES: Lightning and Thunder transparences set (Annex 7), Lightning and
Thunder story copies (one for each member). Lightning, Thunder and Wind cut
models for overhead projector work, overhead projector (OHP).

OBJECTIVES:
1) To improve reading speed and understand the concept of flexibility
2) To avoid sub vocalization, finger pointing and regressions in students’ reading
performance by using transparencies and overhead projector.
3) To have students interact through a Pour quoi tale and reflect about Nature‘s
creation and development.
4) To speculate about some Nature phenomena, promoting oral and written
production and reading students own texts.

SKILLS INVOLVED:
Reading speed, skimming and scanning.
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PROCEDURES:

Introduction: Students were asked about the world’s creation by questions like:
How was the sun invented?
Why are rivers and deserts located at such different places?

After they speculated about those phenomena, they were given a copy of the story
Lightning and Thunder for them to read quickly and silently.
Then a self – reflection was made by asking them how much they had understood
from the story. Taking into account characters, time, place, main events, feelings and
conclusions.

After finishing their comments about the story; the concept of reading flexibility
(Chapter 2) was explained.

Development: To avoid sub vocalizing, finger pointing and regressions the story
was shown this time by using transparencies on an overhead projector. As soon as the
lines of the story were read a cardboard mask covered them to help children not to go
over the same line.

At the end, students met in groups to re-tell the story and discuss about its purpose,
trying to evaluate the writer’s intention when writing it.
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Later on, they performed the story again by using the shadows the cut models made
over the OHP. This time they could modify the story by adding elements or changing
its sequence.

When the performance had been completed the students were told that Lighting and
Thunder was a Pour Quoi tale, whose intention was trying to explain a natural
phenomenon. In the same groups, they were asked to make up a Pour quoi Tale and
write it down.

Closing the meeting: A final activity was made in which students filled in the
expanded knowledge activity work sheet (Annex 8).
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ACTIVITY NUMBER 3

TOPIC: An encounter with Poetry.

NUMBER OF HOURS: 2.

RESOURCES: Written poems glued on cardboard (Annex 9), masking tape, paper
sheets, markers.

OBJECTIVES:
1) To introduce students to poetry.
2) To explore the characteristics of poems.
3) To read and share poems.
4) To explore reference that permits lexical relationship within a text.

SKILLS INVOLVED:
Linking sentences and ideas.
Nominalization.
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PROCEDURES:

Introduction: The tales created by the students last meeting, were pasted on the wall
and read by all the members. Then they chose the best written tale, explaining the
reason why it had been the best.

A poem from the ones pasted, was read by the teacher after that, they were asked
about how they had liked the poem.

Development: On the wall there were many different poems pasted (photograph
support Annex); students were told to go around the classroom to read them. After
poems had been read, children should take the one they had liked the most and share
it with whoever they choose.

Then a group sharing about the feelings poems brought up was made. In it the
characteristics of poetry were discussed.

Closing the meeting: To end the activity students who wanted wrote poems about
different topics and pasted them on the poetry wall made for that day.
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ACTIVITY NUMBER 4

TOPIC: What are the texts organized like?

NUMBER OF HOURS: 2

RESOURCES: Three copies of a text (Annex 10) cut in paragraphs and pasted on
separate cardboard sheets, masking tape and cardboard.

OBJECTIVES:

1) To help the students to find out how the text and the paragraphs are organized.
2) To develop the skills of skimming and scanning.
3) To promote anticipation and predicting abilities.
4) To identify the main idea of a text.

SKILLS INVOLVED:
Predicting, anticipating, previewing, skimming and scanning
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PROCEDURES:

Introduction: The teacher started by asking students to make a list of the things they
had read in the week and then to classify them from the ones they had liked the most
to the ones they did not like.

Then by groups lists were checked and a group list was made, authentic purpose for
reading was discussed. From the discussion it was derived that there are things we
love reading, there are others that we have to read and some others that provide us
with the necessary information we need.

Development: To start the activity the teacher classified the group in three different
groups. Each group was given a text cut in many paragraphs and students were told
to put them together making up a coherent text, as fast as they could.

Students had to paste the paragraphs on a cardboard and give the story a title. The
group presented their work justifying why of the structure and the title they assigned
to it. Later on, the texts were read aloud.
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The teacher told the students to underline the characters of the story, circle the words
that referred to setting (time, place, weather and atmosphere) and identify the “what”
of the story.

After this students deduced that all or most of this can be found in the first
paragraph.

Closing the meeting: At the end of the activity a reflection was made about how
inferring, predicting, skimming and scanning can help to make a quicker and more
effective reading not only in extensive, but also in intensive reading.
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ACTIVITY NUMBER 5

TOPIC: A family of snorers

NUMBER OF HOURS: 2

RESOURCES: A complete package of “A family of snorers” containing the story and
the worksheets (Annex 11).

OBJECTIVES:
1) To train the students to find the meaning of unfamiliar words.
2) To understand the function of some linking words.

SKILLS INVOLVED:
Understanding relations within the sentence.
PROCEDURES:

Introduction: There were some words written on the board (chosen from the story)
and some drawings which represented the words, students were asked to match the
words with the drawings.
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After matching was done and unknown words were explained, some linking words
were written on the board: So, then, but, and, as soon as, later, however, instead.

The story game was explained to the students; it consisted of making up a story by
continuing the previous statement, a student said a statement (using the vocabulary
written on the board) and the next had to say a new statement making it sensible and
by using linking words.

After the story was ended, the teacher emphasized on the importance of linking
words to give the story a logical sequence.

Development: The story was given to the students. As some words had been erased
they were told to fill in with the suitable words that could be put in the missing
spaces.

Then some students read their stories, and whoever did so, explained the reason why
he / she had chosen that particular word.

The teacher pasted a word bank on the board with the erased words. Children were
told to fill in the blanks of the story using, this time, the given words.
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Finally the teacher read aloud the story while students checked their answers.

Closing the meeting: At the end of the activity students made a foldable to classify
the words from the word bank, according to their function.
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ACTIVITY NUMBER 6

TOPIC: Review Test (Annex 4)

NUMBER OF HOURS: 2

RESOURCES: Test copies

OBJECTIVES:
To test students’ reading progress

PROCEDURES:

Introduction: Students were told they were going to be applied a Review Test, to
check their reading progress.

Development: Review Test was delivered and applied

Closing the meeting: At the end students were asked which were the easiest and
most difficult items from the test and why.
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ACTIVITY NUMBER: 7

TOPIC: Understanding chronological sequence of texts

NUMBER OF HOURS: 2

RESOURCES: Some sheets with drawn comics (Annex 12), cardboard, written
sentences to be reordered, masking tape.

OBJECTIVES:
To help students to study the chronological sequence in a text

SKILLS INVOLVED:
Understanding relations between parts of a text

PROCEDURES:

Introduction: Students were told a short story, the events of the story were told in
different order. At the end of the story the confusing faces of the students were the
reason for the teacher to ask them if they had understood it or not.
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Development: The teacher asked the students about the reasons why they had not
understood the story, telling them about the importance of a chronological order in
stories.

The comics’ sheet was given to the students. As the frames were disorganized
students were told to reorder them, and compare their results.

Then by pairs they drew their own comics cut them apart for the others to re – order
them and give them a title. After that, the comics’ stories were pasted on the wall
poster.

Students were given a list of sentences from a paragraph (Annex 13) and were told to
put them in order.

Closing the meeting: At the end of the activity students shared their experiences
about ordering texts and drawings, and reflected about the importance of keeping a
chronological order to make the story understandable and logic.
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ACTIVITY NUMBER: 8

TOPIC: Understanding a story with only enough elements.

NUMBER OF HOURS: 2

RESOURCES: Some copies of some passages of the story “The Model Millionaire” by
Oscar Wilde (Annex 14), list of books, books.
OBJECTIVES:
To train the students to skim through a short text and explore skimming through
longer texts.

SKILLS INVOLVED:
Predicting, anticipating

PROCEDURES:

Introduction: Students were told that the exercise to be practiced in that session was
for advanced readers and that they had been preparing themselves for such
challenge.
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Development: (reading to myself session) The students were told to prepare themselves
for reading a story called The Model Millionaire by Oscar Wilde. It was emphasized
that this story was kind of weird because the teacher had missed some paragraphs
and they as expert spies could help him understand it.

Students were given the copies for them to fill in. Each fifteen minutes relaxing
exercises were made with the students and again they were told to focalize on the
text.

While the students were working; the teacher was walking around the classroom
trying to guide their work.

To end the activity a sharing was made about the main idea of the story and a
reflection about how skimming can make us better readers.

Then a list was given to the students (Annex 15): on the right column, books’ titles
were written. On the left one there were some short descriptions of the books. They
were asked to guess what the stories might be about. Then discussed their ideas with
a friend.
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After that they were given the books and by glancing rapidly through them, they had
to match the titles and the short descriptions.

Closing the meeting: At the end of the activity students were told to choose the book
they had liked the most and read it for the next meeting.
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ACTIVITY NUMBER: 9

TOPIC: Sharing books.

NUMBER OF HOURS: 2.

RESOURCES: Books.

OBJECTIVES:
1) To share different books.
2) To improve reading’s social interaction.

PROCEDURES:

Introduction: Students were asked to talk about how that session was going to be
different from the first reading experience, trying to point out that the preparation
achieved by them through the reading club had given them a better reading
background.
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Development: (all together session) The students were told to sit by groups and read
sharing their books, emphasizing on what they had liked the most and the least from
them, the topic and their description.

Then a group sharing directed by the teacher was made. In it the intention of
motivating and developing skills proposed by the reading club was presented.

Closing the meeting: At the end of the activity students were told to try to make a
list of the things they would like to read from that point on.
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ACTIVITY NUMBER 10

TOPIC: Closing and evaluating the Reading club
NUMBER OF HOURS: 2.
RESOURCES: Final test copies (Annex 5), Final questionnaire copies (Annex 18)
awarding diplomas.

OBJECTIVES:
1) To evaluate the Reading club.
2) To assess students’ progress.
3) To award students.

PROCEDURES:

Introduction: Students were welcomed and congratulated for having been selected
as members of the reading club, then they read what was written on the board
“Reading is the door to knowledge” and gave their personal opinions about that
statement.

Then they answered: What is a reading club? Some time was used for sharing ideas
about their answers.
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Development: Some books about different topics were left on the table, students
were told to get one of the books and sit down anywhere they wanted to read it.

Then they shared the books by groups telling the others what they had liked from the
books (even the drawings, the title or the front-page, etc.)

Closing the meeting: They were applied the final questionnaire, about the reading
club. Teacher and students reflected about the positive aspects of the reading club.
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CHAPTER 5: DATA ANALYSIS

This chapter claims to analyze the collected data by using two different stages the
analysis of the research instruments: questionnaires, production tasks and diaries;
and the answers to the research question.

5.1 INSTRUMENTS ANALYSIS

5.1.1 Questionnaires:

5.1.1.1 First questionnaire (Annex 16) was applied to twenty five students from Fifth
grade. It was directed to evaluate students’ interest towards reading and reading in
English, the type of texts they liked reading and the activities which would motivate
them to read.

The most significant data from this first questionnaire showed that:
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1) 68% of the students did not like reading. Most said it was a boring activity.

2) 56% of the students did not like reading in English. This due to the diverse facts,
the first lying on poor reading skills and habits, the second on lack of vocabulary and
the third on poor background.

3) 36% of the students thought silent reading would have motivated them to read,
while 28% thought that reading in groups would have been the most motivating
activity.

5.1.1.2. Second questionnaire (Annex 17): It was applied to twenty five fifth graders that
attended the English extra class offered by the school. This claimed to diagnosis the
students’ English level self- evaluation, the students’ interest towards the English
extra class and the sort of activities they would choose for an additional class to be
motivating and teaching.

This questionnaire showed mainly that:

1) 65% of the students liked English a little, because for most of them it was hard to
understand it.
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2) 52% of the students considered their level as a very good one.

3) Any student considered their level neither poor nor excellent.

4) 92% of the students thought they could improve their English performance.

5) 37% of the students thought that reading would help them improve their English
performance.

6) 65% of the students said that more than one type of activity, would motivate them
to read.

5.1.1.3 Third questionnaire (Annex 18): It was applied to the group under research:
Fifteen students of fifth grade after having ended the reading club. It attempted to
evaluate if they had liked the reading club and how they had liked the reading club
activities. It also focused on comparing the English additional class and the English
Reading Club, and finally the level of motivation reached.

This questionnaire helped the researchers establish some of the conclusions, for this
reason each question will be analyzed.
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First question: This is the score evaluation of the Reading Club, 1 was considered
poor and 5 was considered excellent.

Evaluation Score

Percentage

1

0

2

0

3

0

4

33%

5

67%

Graph Number 1

Evaluation score
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0,7
0,6
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2

3

4

Score

87

5

Second question: It referred to the activity students enjoyed the most during the club.

Favorite Activities

Percentage

Free Reading

10

Poems

30

Reading short books

10

Sharing reading

50

Third question: It attempted to establish a comparison between the English Reading
Club and the English extra class they had attended.

Did you like more the E. R. C.?

Percentage

Yes

73

No

27

88

Graph Number 2

Did you like more the
English Reading Club?
80
70
60
50
Percentage 40
30
20
10
0

Yes
No

Fourth Question: It asked them about why they had liked it more.

What did you like it more?

Percentage

Because we were taught how to read

82

Because we learned new vocabulary

9

Other

9
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Graph number 3
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Fifth Question: It asked the students if thy thought they had learned anything in the
club.

Do you think you learned

Percentage

anything in the club?

Yes

100

No

0
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Graph number 4

Did you learn anything in the club?
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Sixth question: It attempted to evaluate what they had learned in the E.R.C.

What did you learn?

Percentage

Vocabulary

20

How to read the poems

13

How to read better

67
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Graph number 5
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Seventh question: It was if they had liked having different activities from the ones
applied.

Was there any activity you wanted to be applied Percentage

Yes

74

No

26
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Eighth question: it was about the kinds of activities they suggested to have for a new
club.
Suggested activities

Percentage

Listening

50

Watching movies

25

Other

25

Ninth question: It asked the students if the E.R.C. had motivated them to read.

Did the E.R.C. motivate you to read

Percentage

Yes

93

No

7

93

Graph number 6
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80
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40
20
0

Tenth question: It attempted to evaluate if the students would like to be members of a
reading club again.

Would you be a member of the E.R.C. again?

Percentage

Yes

87

No

13
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Graph number7
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As well as questionnaires, production tasks were used to evaluate this research, they
had special features that permitted the researcher find out about another aspect of
this paperwork: the development of reading skills.

5.1.2 Production Tasks (Tests):

Production tasks were designed to assess students’ performance in some reading
skills and techniques like inferring, understanding relations within the sentence,
linking sentences and ideas, improving reading speed, skimming, scanning,
predicting, previewing and anticipating.
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As the club intended to help students get motivated to read and, knowing most of the
low motivational level lies on a low level of performance, the latter was always
reinforced and improved from the base of the reading skills and techniques.

For this research three different production tasks were applied, a diagnosis test, a
review test and a final test.

5.1.2.1. Placement Test (Annex 3): This test was applied to twenty five students from
fifth grade who were taking the English extra class. It focused on a reading which
was supposed to be read as fast as possible for the time to be recorded; and in nine
comprehension

questions

that

attempted

to

evaluate

implicitly

inferring,

understanding relations within the sentence, linking words and ideas, predicting,
previewing, anticipating, skimming and scanning.

The objective of this task was to evaluate students’ performance, previous to the
application of the English Reading Club, and select the population: fifteen students
with mixed profiles (refer to population).

The following table shows the level of performance reached by the students that were
selected as members of this research. To analyze this test each of the abilities already
mentioned was checked, finding out the percentage performance reached by each of
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the students. The number assigned to each student is the same used for the review
and the Final Test.

PLACEMENT TEST STUDENTS’ PERFORMANCE
Students’

Reading

Number

Speed

Skimming Synonymy

Text

Linking

Organization

sentences

Time

Preview

1

4.32

80%

50%

80%

65%

60%

2

3.56

100%

80%

60%

75%

100%

3

3.15

100%

50%

80%

75%

100%

4

4.00

80%

100%

100%

50%

100%

5

3.30

100%

100%

40%

100%

100%

6

3.25

100%

100%

60%

100%

100%

7

4.22

80%

50%

50%

60%

100%

8

6.12

100%

100%

80%

75%

100%

9

4.36

60%

80%

100%

60%

100%

10

5.00

100%

100%

25%

80%

60%

11

3.30

25%

20%

30%

12%

20%

12

3.45

100%

100%

60%

100%

100%

13

3.55

100%

50%

40%

40%

50%

14

3.32

50%

100%

80%

80%

100%

15

3.52

100%

100%

70%

100%

90%
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The most important considerations about this test were:

1) The each student’s performance was very different from each other. Some results
were very poor in all of the skills, as the ones obtained by student 11, whose time was
not bad; this can be shown as a result of non conscious reading.

2) Most of the students who obtained high results are good at English at school

3) The lack of vocabulary made some students stop to re- read the text.

4) Sub – vocalization, regressions and finger pointing were observed in most of the
students.

5) The best results were obtained in linking sentences skill.

5.1.2.2. Review Test (Annex 4): This test was applied to the population under research,
after the first five activities had been piloted. It consisted on reading a story from
which five main items were considered: Reading speed, skimming, synonymy –
inference, text organization and linking sentences and ideas.
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To analyze this test each of the abilities already mentioned was checked finding out
the percentage performance reached by each of the students. The number assigned to
each student is the same used for the placement and Final Test.

REVIEW TEST STUDENTS’ PERFORMANCE
Students’

Reading

Number

Speed

Skimming Synonymy

Text

Linking

Organization

sentences

Time

Preview

1

3.39

100%

100%

80%

100%

60%

2

3.35

100%

100%

100%

83%

100%

3

2.15

100%

50%

80%

100%

100%

4

3.30

100%

100%

100%

66%

40%

5

2.50

100%

100%

60%

100%

100%

6

1.47

100%

100%

60%

100%

100%

7

3.10

100%

50%

60%

83%

100%

8

4.00

100%

100%

80%

83%

100%

9

3.36

100%

100%

100%

83%

100%

10

4.00

100%

100%

60%

83%

60%

11

3.40

40%

40%

40%

20%

80%

12

3.35

100%

100%

80%

100%

100%

13

1.45

100%

50%

40%

40%

60%

14

4.30

100%

100%

80%

100%

100%

15

3.36

100%

100%

80%

100%

100%
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According to the table, some conclusions can be drawn:

1) Most of the students improved their performance in reading speed since not only
the time, but also the preview card reached a high performance

2) Skimming was also improved, though some students still need to reinforce this
skill.

3) For synonymy just 20% of the students reached the expected performance, this due
to the lack of vocabulary still existing.

4)Text organization was the most heterogeneous result, since the students’
performance varied a lot and the mistakes were of diverse kinds, this due to the fact
that students need to be reinforced special abilities like use of punctuation marks.

5) In general linking sentences reached a higher performance that the one found in
the placement test. However the lowest performance shown by student 3 seems to
differ from the general performance and the one obtained in the previous test.

6) Though student 11 keeps having the lowest performance it is interesting that the
linking sentence skill increased considerably.
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7) Any student reached an excellent performance in all of the skills evaluated.

8) The performance reached by the students was much higher compared to the one
obtained in the placement test. This due to what was learned from the activities and
also to the low level of anxiety shown for this test.

5.1.2.3. Final Test (Annex 5): This test was applied to the population under research,
after the nine activities had been piloted. It consisted on reading a story from which
six main items were considered: Reading speed, skimming, synonymy – inference,
text organization, linking sentences and ideas and chronologic organization of a text.

To analyze this test each of the abilities already mentioned was checked, finding out
the percentage performance reached by each of the students. The number assigned to
each student is the same used for the placement and review Test.
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REVIEW TEST STUDENTS’ PERFORMANCE
Students’

Reading

Number

Speed

Skimming

Synonymy

Text

Linking

Chronologic

Organization

Sentences

Organization

Time

Preview

1

4.33

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

2

5.53

100%

100%

100%

80%

100%

100%

3

3.33

100%

80%

100%

80%

60%

100%

4

3.28

100%

100%

100%

100%

50%

100%

5

3.52

100%

100%

40%

100%

100%

100%

6

2.37

100%

100%

80%

100%

100%

100%

7

4.15

80%

60%

60%

100%

100%

100%

8

4.00

100%

100%

80%

100%

100%

100%

9

4.35

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

10

4.14

100%

100%

60%

80%

60%

100%

11

4.23

80%

40%

30%

40%

80%

100%

12

4.14

100%

100%

80%

100%

100%

100%

13

2.37

100%

60%

20%

80%

60%

100%

14

5.30

100%

100%

80%

100%

100%

100%

15

4.35

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%
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According to the table, some conclusions can be drawn:

1) As the text was longer than the one given in the review test, more time was, as
expected, used by the students, except for students 4 and 10 whose performance in
reading speed was much better than in the placement test.

2) The preview card report had still an excellent performance, except for student 7. In
this skill student 11 increased the performance in a 50%

3) Skimming continue being improved and it seemed easier for the students to apply
this skill.

3) Synonymy varied a lot between the review and the final test. The lack of
vocabulary still persists.

4) Text organization was increased. This due to the fact that students were given
some clues to improve working with punctuation marks.

6) Linking sentences was the skill that changed the least.
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7) In skill six, chronologic organization, all students obtained the expected
performance, this due to the type of exercise and the level of learning developed
during the activity.

8) A notorious improvement was evidenced in general in reading skills. This due to
the students’ preparation, the low level of anxiety and the sort of activities designed
for such purpose.

5.1.3 Diary:

Diary helped the researcher evaluate the level of motivation reached by the students.
Within the process of the research some comments were made by the teacher about
the level of response shown by the students towards the activities, some comments
made by the students about the activities and their level of difficulty and particular
experiences about the English Reading Club observed before, during and at the end
of the activities.

When starting the club it was observed that some of the students wanted to belong to
the reading club, because they knew the researcher and had lots of expectations about
the sort of activities offered by the club. Since the researcher teaches Math students
made comments like:
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Student A: “What is this class for? Is it to review what we do in Math?

Student B: “I think we will read Math Problems in English” answered the students
after been asked about what they thought the activity was going to be like.

For the first activity most of the students arrived late, this due to the fact that they
were not used to get to class on time. A lot of expectation was shown by them after
knowing the purpose of the reading club they liked reading to each other the book
they had taken (tape photography annex 1).

For the second activity, some students arrived very late. After starting it was weird
for them to read from an O.H.P. However after being told this was done to avoid
regressions, finger pointing and sub vocalizing and that they were going to use it for
the cut models activity they tried to do the activity the best way.

As after reading the story they were asked by groups to re-tell it using the cut models.
It was shown a great level of imagination and creativity to re-tell the story.

Teacher – researcher: “I found out that it was very important for them to get
everyone’s attention and make their versions as funny as they could for the rest of the
class”
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At the end students knew the story by heart, and it was very easy for them to solve
the additional sheets.

In activity number three, the classroom had been previously decorated, there were
poems pasted on the walls all around and the pillows were on the floor. Students
arrived at class at different times, some later than others, as soon as they came in the
class, they started reading without even had to be asked to do it (tape photography
annex 2). Then they were read the poem and it was funny to see them quiet and
concentrated on it that they just did not move until it was finished.

Then in the sharing it was found that most wanted to read their poems to each other,
some even read them out After analyzing some they were given the paper sheet to
write their own poems. Most of the poems were very creative; they talked about life,
friendship even about pets (tape photograph annex 3).

It was found that students liked reading their poems to their partners (tape
photograph 4). At the end of the activity they1 still wanted to keep reading poems.
Some comments were made at the end:

Student C: “Nunca había entendido para que eran los poemas”
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Student D: “Thank you teacher, it was a good activity”

Student A: “Can I have a poem I liked?”

For the fourth activity, students were very punctual. Some asked if poems were going
to be shared again.

Students were very organized; it took them some time to arrange the texts. It was
shown that the groups made by the best readers were the ones which organized the
text first. Some criticized their partners’ performance since it took a lot of time for
some to solve them.

In the fifth activity, students like a lot the story especially for the kinds of graphs and
the fact that it was written by a boy, again their punctuality was excellent: a boy who
had arrived late the first three sessions was asked about the fact that he was getting to
the meeting earlier he said:

Student E: “Por que esta clase es chévere y hacemos cosas que no hacemos
normalmente”
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For the activity six: review test, students had not been previously told about it, so it
was a surprise for them. Some started to ask about why they were being tested.

Student B: “Is this going to be a grade?”

The teacher told them it was just a review to check if there had been any level of
improvement and tried always to decrease the level of anxiety.

In activity number seven students enjoyed a lot drawing comics (tape photograph
annex 5) and pasting them on the wall. Some comics were about their life at school
and some about creative topics.

Activity number eight was considered for the teacher as the one chosen for a high
level. It was always considered that as the type of activity was that long and a little
hard, some relaxing exercises were made, by the time students started stretching
themselves. Games like Simon says was played. By the end of the reading students
were really anxious about ending it up, because they were feeling they were able to
do it.

For activity number nine, it was great to see children sharing their readings sitting or
“lying down” all around the class (tape photograph annex 6). Sharing their reading
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experiences. It was very surprising and interesting to see how students enjoyed not
only reading the book they had chosen, but the enthusiasm they showed when they
were told they would read it to a partner.

In activity number ten. After applying the final test which was very alike to the
review test, the environment was full of a weird atmosphere; it seemed to be that the
club could go on, for the next semester. Student and teacher made a reflection on
what was not only learned, but also lived in this time.

Teacher – researcher:”I would really like to express gratitude to you, because all of
what was done for reaching an aim, would have been non sense if you ¨potential
learners¨ hadn’t given out the best of yourselves, keep making efforts to be better
readers and better in every action you do day by day. Be this, the chance for me to say
to you: Thanks and God bless you”

Student F: “Thank you; I learned how to pronounce new words, to make the readings
interesting and funny”

Student E: “I learned new things and so many words I did not know”

Student G: “I learned how to read and make poems, to speak more and read better”
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Student B: “This has been the nicest additional class I have been to; I will tell some
friends to join us for the next semester”

After these reflections were made, students were given the Final questionnaire. To
close the meeting students were awarded (tape photograph annex 7), for being active
members of the Colombo Gales School English Reading Club.

5.2 ANSWERS TO THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS.

After having analyzed the data gathered from the three different research
instruments: (questionnaires, production tasks and diary) the next step was to
compare and contrast the results found in each case, in order to answer the main and
related questions posed at the beginning of this paperwork.

For the question:

“What sort of activities could be applied in the reading club to promote students
motivation and increase reading skills in English?”
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It can be drawn that students enjoyed a lot the experience they had with poetry.
Reading the poems pasted on the wall was a highly motivating activity for them.
Since as most of them said in the last questionnaire:

Student A: “In the English class we don’t read poems and I like them”

In the reading club students were given the opportunity; not only to read poems
about different topics, but also to express themselves by writing their own ones, and
even more sharing it with their partners.

Diary: “Most of the poems were very creative; students liked reading their poems to
their partners”.

In terms of English improvement, it was observed that most of the students were
very careful during the writing part and used the skill that had been studied:
nominalization, producing this way more structured written language inside their
poems.

Student B: “I learned how to declaim the poems better and the secrets to make them”.
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Activities that involve social interaction were the ones student preferred the most
(refer to 5.1.1.3.). The sharing book session had a great impact on them, since, besides
having chosen the book they found interesting, they could read the book to someone
else.

Diary: “It was very surprising and interesting to see how students enjoyed not only
reading the book they had chosen, but the enthusiasm they showed when they were
told they would read it to a partner”

During the development of this activity, students made use of their abilities to create
new voices in order to represent the characters involved in the stories. The objective
of increasing students’ skills was achieved, since the readers concerned about having
a good pronunciation, as well as making good use of the punctuation marks the
stories had to make their speech more interesting and so catch their listeners’
attention.

A similar reaction was observed when they were given the material (transparencies
and cut models) to retell the story “Lighting and Thunder”. Learners were careful
with the pronunciation and intonation.
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Diary: “It was found that it was very important for them to get everyone’s attention
and make their version as funny as they could, for the rest of the class.

For the second related question of this research:

“To what extent can a reading club be a tool for students to like reading and a way to
improve the reading skills and so the English level at the school?”

One of the main objectives of the English Reading Club was to motivate students to
read. As it was mentioned earlier, all of the students answered in the last
questionnaire, that they had liked the reading club due to different reasons:

Student G: “Because I liked the activities”

Student H: “Because I learned new vocabulary”

Student E: “Because I learned many things that I didn’t know”

It was found then that the English Reading Club motivated students towards reading,
since they experienced that different things could be done with and throughout the
reading; changing this way, their point of view towards reading in English:
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Student E: “I liked it because I did and learned some activities that I did not have in
my life”

Some of the activities constituted a challenge for them; making them think and
devote more time and attention than for the usual ones. An example of this was the
one done with the text: “The Model Millionaire” (see proposal). Even though it was
so long, students wanted to finish with the whole exercise.
Diary: “By the end of the reading students were very anxious about ending it up”.

During the piloting stage students were provided with different narrative texts, and a
variety of tasks to be done (refer to proposal), focused on the improvement of some
specific reading skills (inferring, linking sentences and ideas, reading speed,
predicting, skimming, scanning, text organization, chronological organization,
previewing and predicting.

The production tasks’ results showed a general improvement in most of the skills
mentioned, especially in reading speed, text organization and chronological
organization in each one of the students. Hence it was found that learners not only
felt intrinsically motivated towards reading, but also that their reading analysis and
comprehension improved from one test to the other one.
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Likewise, the members of the club felt they had learned new things in terms of
production, writing ability and vocabulary; fostering this way, advancement in their
English performance.

Student F: “I learned how to pronounce new words, to make the readings interesting
and funny”

Student E: “I learned new things and so many words I did not know”

Student G: “I learned how to read and make poems, to speak more and read better”

Now that the two related questions have been answered, the main question:

“How could fifth graders at Colombo Gales School get motivated to read in
English?”

Can be answered, from the perspective of what has been proposed in this research.

Since, as it was shown in the answers to the related questions, students’ reading skills
and motivation to reading increased through the English Reading Club, it can be
drawn out then, that the proposing and application of different tools for learning as
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the one set up by this paperwork an English Reading Club can offer the students
alternatives for getting close to any content – area, as in this case to reading in
English.

The results obtained in the final questionnaire: “100% of the students said they had
learned something in the English Reading Club” and “ 93% of the students said the
English Reading Club had motivated them to read in English” and the comments
made by some students:

Student B: “This has been the nicest additional class I have been to; I will tell some
friends to join us for the next semester”

Student I: “Reading in English is not as hard as I thought”

It can be concluded that Fifth graders got motivated to read at Colombo Gales School,
by the application of different reading motivational alternatives as the one presented
by the English reading Club.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS

This chapter shows the most important conclusions drawn from this paperwork, the
further research and the pedagogical implications.

6.1. CONCLUSIONS

These were some of the main conclusions obtained through the application of this
research:

1) The English reading Club motivated fifth graders from Colombo Gales School to
read in English.

2) The sort of activities proposed by the English Reading Club to motivate students to
read in English, helped students understand some of the different reading techniques
and skills, their use and implications in comprehension readings.

3) A reading club is an excellent alternative for teachers to help students like reading.
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4) Reading teaches other aspects of knowledge. Vocabulary, grammar construction
and writing skills were not the purpose of this research; however students’
performance and reflection pumped that within the reading activities proposed other
important skills were developed.

5) The activities developed in the English Reading Club attempted to develop the
cognitive, the personal and the cognitive aspect.

6) The activities implying social interaction stimulate students to share their personal
opinions and discuss about their assumptions on any determined field.

7) The school can attempt, from its human skills formation role, to improve reading
habit skills, based upon a reading prior necessity.

Reading as a continuous process, implies constant effort, discipline and both intrinsic
and extrinsic motivation: If we as teachers, promote this features in our daily work,
the level of performance in languages and other sciences will reach higher standards
and so our Education system will be imp roved.
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6.2 PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

In order to implement an English or any other language reading club, it is necessary
for the researcher to look for the specific skills, techniques, and or strategies to be
developed in the club.

Taking into account that learning a foreign language demands great effort from
students, and that no effort can be obtained without motivation, it is important to
apply a questionnaire to analyze students’ needs and preferences in terms of material
(including the type of texts), the input level of difficulty and the activities to be
carried out during the club.

Likewise, such activities have to be interesting and highly motivating for learners.
Based on the data gathered in this investigation, it was found that students enjoy a lot
the socialization of their thoughts, ideas and findings from the read texts; so that
reading stopped from being a boring and solitary activity to become the open door to
learn from what others write, sharing their point of view and personal experiences at
facing different types of texts.

Readings also provided students with new vocabulary and grammatical structures
which helped them improve their English proficiency.
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The environment plays an important role as well, since the more comfortable a
student feels, the more he/she will concentrate, motivate and do his/her work
accurately. Objects like pillows, carpets, bookshelves, posters, among others, can
create a stimulating place for students to read.

Finally, as in any learning process, it is important to follow learners’ improvement
and weaknesses through the application of periodical texts.

6.3 FURTHER RESEARCH

The English reading club was just one extra class program to motivate students
towards reading. However, no proposals about different strategies can be done and
piloted to continue enhancing in students the increase of intrinsic motivation in
students towards reading.

It is also important to take into account that the second language learning process
involves more skills; so it would be interesting to promote the implementation of new
types of clubs: A writing one, a listening one, a speaking one and even a grammatical
one.
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Throughout the piloting of the activities, intensive reading was promoted and only
one session was given to extensive reading. This aspect generates a new field of study
where students can read, analyze and discuss complete books, not only of a narrative
style, but also informative ones and content-area books among others.
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ANNEXES

Annex 1: Fifth Grade yearly English program

COLOMBO GALES SCHOOL
ENGLISH PROGRAM
5 GRADE

GENERATIVE
TOPIC UNIT I
READING

WRITING

COMMUNITY SPIRIT

ACHIEVEMENT

Using comprehension strategies (Relating ideas)

INDICATORS

Identify problem and solution.
Identify cause and effect.

ACHIEVEMENT

Writing persuasive texts.

INDICATORS

Pre-write, edit, proofread and publish:
• An editorial.
• A letter.
• A dialogue.
Related to topics that affect their community.

SPEAKING

ACHIEVEMENT

COMMUNICATIVE
FUNCTION:
Expressing
opinions and supporting points of view for persuading.

INDICATORS

Give reasons and support opinions in a debate.
Express agreement and disagreement in front of
situations.
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LISTENING

GRAMMAR

ACHIEVEMENT

Evaluating ideas.

INDICATORS

Determine speaker’s purpose.

ACHIEVEMENT

Using appropriate grammar patterns for persuading.

INDICATORS

Use the first conditional.
Use the modals may and could.

PROPOSALS

Recognizing propaganda.
Political campaign.
Radio or television commercials.
Consequences of drug abuse.

SEMANTIC
FIELDS

If, will, may, could, infinitive form.

PROJECT

EXPRESSIONS
AND
VOCABULARY

GENERATIVE
TOPIC UNIT II
READING

WRITING

FORCES OF NATURE

ACHIEVEMENT

Using comprehension strategies: synthesizing ideas.

INDICATORS

Summarize stories.
Identify plot.
Identify sequence of events.

ACHIEVEMENT

Writing about past events.

INDICATORS

SPEAKING

LISTENING

Pre-write, proofread, edit and publish:
• News paper article.
• Summary.
• Cartoon.

ACHIEVEMENT

- COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTION: Informing and
concluding about a given situation.

INDICATORS

Sequence events an actions using appropriate time
connectors.
Use regular and irregular past tenses.
Drop to conclusions using appropriate cause and
effect connectors.

ACHIEVEMENT

Interpreting ideas from audio narrations.
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GRAMMAR

PROJECTS

EXPRESSIONS
AND
VOCABULARY

INDICATORS

Recognize major points.
Identify details.

ACHIEVEMENT

Use appropriate grammar patterns for narrating, and
expressing conclusions.

INDICATORS

Recognize and use time sequence connectors.
Recognize and use cause and effect connectors.
Use regular and irregular past tenses

PROPOSALS

Story telling.
Radio soap opera.
Research about natural disasters.
Campaign about accident prevention.

SEMANTIC
FIELDS

First, then, later, after that, next, after 45 years, finally,
meanwhile.
As a result, consequently, hence, therefore, thus.

GENERATIVE
TOPIC UNIT III

TEAM WORK

ACHIEVEMENT

Using comprehension strategies: Evaluating ideas.

READING

INDICATORS

Distinguish between
information.
Recognize mood.
Draw conclusions.

WRITING

ACHIEVEMENT

Writing informative texts.

INDICATORS

Pre-write, proofread, edit and publish:
• Poster for safety procedures.
• Description of a storm.
• Song or poem to a wolf.

ACHIEVEMENT

- COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTION: Giving directions for
safe actions during natural disasters, and reporting on
natural disasters.

INDICATORS

Describe steps based on illustrations.
Use appropriate language patterns
instructions.
Ask questions about events in the past.

SPEAKING

LISTENING

ACHIEVEMENT

important

Recognising speaker’s mood.
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and

unimportant

for

giving

GRAMMAR

PROJECTS

EXPRESSIONS
AND
VOCABULARY

INDICATORS

Recognising the author’s mood from a poem.
Recognising the speaker’s mood from audio material.

ACHIEVEMENT

Using appropriate grammar structures for retelling
past events.

INDICATORS

Ask questions about past events.
Recognize and use irregular past tenses for reporting
past events.
Spell regular verbs correctly.
Use the imperative form for giving instructions.

PROPOSALS

Big book with cassette.
Video about team work at school.
Problem solving.

SEMANTIC
FIELDS

Auxiliary did.
Vocabulary for describing mood.

GENERATIVE
TOPIC UNIT IV
READING

WRITING

ANIMAL FACTS AND FABLE.

ACHIEVEMENT

Applying self monitoring strategies.

INDICATORS

Change perspective.
Identify main idea and details.
Identify problem and solution.
Distinguish fantasy from reality.

ACHIEVEMENT

Writing paragraphs.

INDICATORS

SPEAKING

LISTENING

•
•
•

Comparison and contrast paragraphs.
Cause and effect paragraphs.
Problem and solution paragraphs.

ACHIEVEMENT

COMMUNICATIVE
experiences.

INDICATORS

Relate simultaneous events
experiences.
Tell funny or sad anecdotes.

ACHIEVEMENT

Identifying facts about animals in audio material.

INDICATORS

Recognise general information.
Skims details out of audio material.
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FUNCTION:
from

Relating
their

own

GRAMMAR

PROJECTS

EXPRESSIONS
AND
VOCABULARY

ACHIEVEMENT

Use appropriate grammar structures for expressing
simultaneous or continuous experiences.

INDICATORS

Ask questions using progressive times.
Use progressive times for retelling simultaneous or at
the moment events.
Magazine article about saving an endangered specie.
Ecological campaign.
Talk about Japanese culture.
Comparison between city life and country life.

PROPOSALS

SEMANTIC
FIELDS

Even though Whereas, while, on the other hand,
although as a result, therefore, as a consequence, so,
because.
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Annex 2: The Yerkes – Dodson law:

high

Level of
Performance
low
low

high
Level of Motivation
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Annex 3: Placement Test.
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Annex 4: Review test:
ENGLISH READING CLUB
COLOMBO GALES SCHOOL
REVIEW TEST
Name: ____________________________________________________

1. Reading speed:
Read the story “George Washington Carver” (Addison Welsey Book 4, pages 60 to
63) as fast as possible. Raise your hand when you finish for the teacher to record
your tim e.
Then complete the preview card:

What is the main topic of the story?
_____________________________________________________________
Who are the characters?
_____________________________________________________________
When does it take place?
_____________________________________________________________
Where does it take place?
_____________________________________________________________

2. Skimming:
Another title for this story could be:
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a) ”Moses carver and his slave”
b)” The peanuts’ history”
c) “Carver: A constant learner”
3. Synonymy – Inference:
Choose a word or phrase, close in meaning to the word in bold in the given
sentence:
1) George was owned by a white man, a farmer named “Carver’s George”.
a) Cowboy

b) Cultivator

c) slave

2) School was not free
a) Expensive

b) easy

c) at no cost

3) A famous black educator
a) Teacher

b) Student

c) Principal

4) George Washington Carver Continued to study and research uses of the
peanut
a) Negotiate

b) Investigate

c) Deny

5) He helped poor farmers improve their land
a) Discover

b) Sell

c) Develop

4. Text organization:
The first paragraph has no punctuation marks, write them down:
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George Washington Carver was born in Missouri at the beginning of the civil war His
mother was a slave so George was a slave too Slavery is against the law in the United
States today But it wasn’t against the law when George was born George was owned by a
white man a farmer named Moses Carver he was called “Carver’s George”
5. Linking sentences and ideas:
Part of the fourth paragraph of the story has been re-written, linking words are
missing. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words from among the following:

then

also

however

so

Later on

but

on the contrary

at first

School was not free, _______________ George worked hard to earn the money
to pay for his education. __________________ He worked as a cook.
_____________ He washed and Ironed clothes. He ____________ took care of
people’s houses and gardens. And he studied hard. _______________ he went to
college and studied agriculture
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Annex 5: Final Test
ENGLISH READING CLUB
COLOMBO GALES SCHOOL
FINAL TEST
Name: ____________________________________________________
1. Reading speed:
Read the story “Alexander and the Terrible Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day”
Addison Wesley D, pages. 122 – 127) as fast as possible. Raise your hand when
you finish for the teacher to record your time.
Then complete the preview card:
What is the main topic of the story?
_____________________________________________________________
Who are the characters?
_____________________________________________________________
When does it take place?
_____________________________________________________________
Where does it take place?

_____________________________________________________________

2. Skimming:
Another title for this story could be:
a)”A bad boy’s history”
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b)” Alexander in Australia”
c) “What a bad day”
3. Synonymy – Inference:
Choose a word or phrase, close in meaning to the word in bold in the given
sentence:
1) I dropped my sweater in the sink
a) let go of

b) throw up

c) hang

2) Paul’s mother gave him a piece of jelly roll that had little coco nut sprinkles on
the top.
a) fruits

b) pieces

c) candies

3) Anthony made me fall where it was muddy
a) dirty

b) sticky

c) soaked

4) Anthony chose white ones with blue stripes
a) colors

b) lines

c) spots

5) He also said to wash out for the books on his desk
a) clean

b) organize

c) care

4. Text organization:
The fourth paragraph has no punctuation symbols, write them down:
In the car pool Mrs Gibson let Becky have a seat by the window Audry and Elliot
got seats by the window too I said I was being scrunched I said I was being
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smushed I said if I don’t get a seat by the window I am going to be carsick No
one even answered
5. Linking sentences and ideas:
Part of the seventeen paragraph of the story has been re-written, linking words
are missing. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words from among the
following:

then

after that

however

and

Later on

but

so

first

although

We went to the Shoe store to buy some sneakers _________________ Anthony
chose white ones with blue stripes____________________ Nick chose red ones
with red stripes _____________________ chose blue ones with red stripes
____________________ the shoe man said “We’re all sold out”.

6. Organization of a text:

Read the following comic and reorder it by writing a number on it:
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Annex 6: Questionnaire about activity #1

COLOMBO GALES SCHOOL
ENGLISH READING CLUB

Reading questionnaire

Name: ____________________________ Date: ________________

1. Why did you choose the book you chose?
Because:
a) It was very colorful
b) I liked its title
c) I had already read it
d) Other______________________________________
2. Did you change the book?
a) Yes _________

b) No __________

If you answered yes in # 2, answer #3

3. What made you change it?
a) That I found it was boring, because of the title
b) That by reading some lines I found the topic was not of my desire
c) That I just did not feel in the mood to read and looked for a different topic to see if I could
get motivated to read it
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d) Other ______________________________________

4. Did you find it funny, sitting down to read?
a) Yes_________

b) No ___________

If you answered yes in # 4, answer #5

5) What was funny about sitting down to read?
a) That I decided if I wanted to keep reading or if better stop and get another book
b) That I felt as being in a different place and not necessarily in class
c) That I read something I liked
d) Other
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Annex 7: Lighting and Thunder transparencies.
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Annex 8: Lighting and Thunder additional exercises

VOCABULARY EXTENSION
WEATHER

CLOTHES

SEASONS

Foggy

Umbrella

Winter

Stormy

Fan

Fall

Rainy

Sunglasses

Spring

Windy

Scarf

Summer

Cloudy

Coat

Sunny

Jacket
Balaclava helmet

Point to some cities on the map of Colombia, you could show the students each new
city you introduce by using stickers or colored drawing-pins.

Paste on the map of Colombia the stickers which indicate weather conditions ( a sun,
clouds, rain, etc.) and predict the weather in a city. Explain the usage of Will: “It will
be rainy”. While you paste the stickers, you wear the accessories related what you are
saying (umbrella, sunglasses, etc.). Divide the class into groups of three. Ask the
students to write the weather forecast for one city they’ve chosen before, and to
explain to the whole class.
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Annex 9: Poems

The Little Turtle

There was a little turtle.
He lived in a box.
He swam in a puddle
'Arithmetic'
Carl Sandburg

He climbed on the rocks

He snapped at a mosquito.
He snapped at a flea.
He snapped at a minnow.
And he snapped at me.

He caught the mosquito.
He caught the flea.
He caught the minnow.

Arithmetic is where numbers fly
like pigeons in and out of your head.
Arithmetic tells you how many you lose or win
if you know how many you had
before you lost or won.
Arithmetic is seven eleven all good children
go to heaven --- or five six bundle of sticks.
Arithmetic is numbers you squeeze from your
head to your hand to your pencil to your
paper
till you get the right answer....
If you have two animal crackers, one good and
one bad,
and you eat one and a striped zebra
with streaks all over him eats the other,
how many animal crackers will you have
if somebody offers you five six seven and
you say
No no no and you say Nay nay nay
and you say Nix nix nix?
If you ask your mother for one fried egg
for breakfast and she gives you
two fried eggs and you eat
both of them, who is better in arithmetic,
you or your mother?
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Bedtime
Madeline L'Engle

Goodnight daylight
and playing trains;
goodnight books,
and bread and butter,
and games of make believe,
and brothers and sisters,
and father and mother.

January cold and desolate;
February dripping wet;
March wind ranges;

Goodnight, God.
Take care of us while we sleep,
And you have a good night, too.

April changes;
Birds sing in tune
To flowers of May,

Amen.

And sunny June
Brings longest day;

Rain

In scorched July
The storm-clouds fly,

I can hear the rain

Lightning-torn;

Splattering on my

August bears corn,

Window pane.

September fruit;

I felt so frightened

In rough October

Maybe my window

Earth must disrobe her;

Could be tightened.

Stars fall and shoot

I walked to the

In keen November;

Window sill

And night is long

Shut my window

And cold is strong

And stood very still.
Now I can see the beauty
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Requiem For A Robin

My Foot Fell Asleep

My foot fell asleep
right inside of my shoe
from sitting around
having nothing to do.
It hadn't drank warm milk
nor tried to count sheep;
it just wasn't busy,
and fell right asleep.

Our mother let us deal with it
ourselves.
She swore she'd never have
another cat.
We chose a spot beneath the
apple tree
Directly underneath the branch
he sat
And carolled on. We thought he
would approve.
It's hard to say exactly how it felt
To take a spade and dig our
friend a grave.
We smoothed his feathers down
and then I knelt
To place him in the ground. He
looked so small
Compared to when he overflowed
with song.
I shuddered when I covered him
with earth
And hoped his mate would not
grieve for too long.
We sang no hymns, but knew he
would be hea rd
Where lamb lies down with lion,
cat with bird.

You see, in my shoe
it gets lonely and boring,
which made my foot sleepy,
and soon it was snoring.
My foot snored so loudly
my shoe began flapping.
But it didn't notice -it kept right on napping!
It slept through the morning
and most of the day,
despite that my other foot
wanted to play.
It took a siesta.
It slumbered inert.
It nodded through dinner.
It dozed through dessert.
Now I'm in my bed
and I've been up all night.
I'm trying to sleep,
although try as I might,
my foot slept all day
(what a foolish mistake!)
now I can't fall asleep
'cause my foot's wide awake!

Thank you, Sue.
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Friendship
You are like a star
Shining down on me.
My Best Friend

Depending on me~
You always cheer me up
When I'm blue.

You're like the sun shining

You're like a sister

The wind blowing against

To me.

My face.

Our friendship will never
end!

You make me laugh.
You're as pretty as a rose.
You have never let me down.
You are always by my side.
My best friend, Kaityln.
By: McKenzi
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Love

anonimous
A poem so true
you might not read
a story so much
it might lead
you to another place
some where new
a place where
it could be just me and you?
It's possible
maybe i think
its a dream and
im affraid to blink
if you go
i'll surely die
can't survive with out
can't lie
leave
and i'll lose you
remember anything

My Dream
I dreamed a dream
And in my dream
I dreamed that I could see
Another dreamer like myself
And he was dreaming me.
When I awoke
I have to say
I felt a little weird
To find that I
Was just his dream
So---poof---I disappeared
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Annex 10: Original and cut paragraphs, activity 4.
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a)

b)

c)

d)
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e)

f)

g)

h)

i)
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j)

i)

k)
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Annex 11: A family of snorers, original story, story with missing words and word
bank.
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161
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Word Bank:
missed

beautiful

never

piggy bank

earplugs

tried

apartment

lived

sleep

pay

asked

problem

night

pillow

dreamed

covers
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Annex 12: Cut comic.

a)

b)
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c)

d)
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Annex 13: Unordered statements.

I´ ll frighten that dog and grab his bone away”.
The dog had been very silly.
But he thought it was another dog.
He was carrying a bone in his mouth.
He looked down at the river.
The dog saw his own reflection in the water.
“And he has a bone, too.
he dropped his bone.
“Don’t be greedy for what others have”.
“There is a dog looking up at me,” he thought.
The Dog and the Bone
That bone looks bigger than my bone.
One day, a dog was taking a walk.
The dog began to bark.
And, of course, as soon as he opened his mouth,
As he was walking across a bridge,
It fell into the river and floated away.
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Annex 14: Worksheet from “The model millionaire”
THE MODEL MILLIONAIRE
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PART I
a)
In the fist of part II “ he “ refers to the main character who
has been presented at the beginning of the story. It is.
a.a. Alan Trevor
a.b. the colonel
a.c. Hughie
a.d. a beggar
b)

In Part I, the main characteristic in the description of the
hero is that he is.
b.a. not very handsome
b.b. charming
b.c. penniless and without a profession
b.d. extremely intelligent
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------To make matters worse, he was in love. The girl he loved
was Laura Merton,, the daughter of a retired Colonel who
lost his temper and his digestion in India, and had never
found either of them again. Laura adored him, and he
was
ready to kiss her shoestrings.
They were the
handsomest couple in London, and had not a penny-piece
between them. The colonel was very fond of Hughie, but
would not hear of any engagement.
“ Come to me, my boyy, when you have got ten thousand
pounds of your own, and we will see about it,” he used to
say; and Hughie looked very glum in those days, and had
to go to Laura for consolation.
____________________________________________________________________________
PART II

PART III

In Part III, we are told that:
a. Hughie unexpectedly meets his friend Trevor
b. Hughie decides to play a visit to his friend Trevor

PART IV

When Hughie came in the found Trevor putting the finishing
touches to a wonderful life- size picture of a beggar- man . The
beggar himself was standing on a raised platform in a corner of
the studio. He was a wizened old man, with a face like wrinkled
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parchment and a most piteous expression . Over his shoulders
was flung a coarse brown cloak, all tears an tatters; his thick boots
were patched and cobbled, and with one hand he leant on a
rough stick, while with the order he held out his battered hat for
alms.
“ What an amazing model “ whispered Hughie, as he shook
hands with his friend.
“ An amazing model ? shouted Trevor at the top of his voice; “
I should think so ! Such beggars as he are not to be met with
every day. A trouvaille, mon cher , a living Velasquez ! My stars!
What an etching Rembrandt would have made of him ! “
“ Poor old chap !” said Hughie, “ how miserable he looks!”.

PART V

In the conversation in Part V:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Hughie is sorry for the beggar because he is so poor
Hughie envies the beggar
Hughie tells Alan Trevor he works too much
Hughie shows he is kind and generous

PART VI

“Well , I the model should have a percentage,” cried Hughie,
laughing, They work quite as hard as you do.”
“ Nonsense, nonsense ! Why, look at the trouble of laying on the
paint alone, and standing all day long at one´s easel ! but you
mustn´t chatter,; I´m very busy. Smoke a cigarette and keep
quiet.
After some time the servant came in, and told Trevor that the
framemaker wanted to speak to him .

PART VII

After Trevor leaves the studio:
a.
b.

Hughie tells the beggar he admires him
Hughie tell the beggar Trevor takes advantage of him
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c.
d.

Hughie gives money to the beggar
Hughie gives his scarf to the beggar so that he won´t
be cold.

PART VIII

Them Trevor arrived, and Hughie took his leave, blushing a
little at what he had done. He spent the day with Laura, got a
charming .scolding for his extravagance, and had to walk home.
That night he strolled into the Palette Club about eleven o clock
and found Trevor sitting by himself in the smoking- room
drinking hock and seltzer.
“ Well, Alan, did you get the picture finished all right? He said,
as he lit his cigarette.
“ Finished and framed, my boy ! “ answered Trevor, “ and the
bye, you hade make a conquest . That old model you saw in quite
devoted to you. I had to tell him all about you – who you are,
where you live, what your income is, what prospects you have.

PART IX

In part IX:
a.
b.
c.

PART X

Hughie is afraid beggar will come to see him to beg for
money
Trevor pities the beggar
Trevor thinks the beggar in romantic and doesn’t pity him

Alan , said Hughie seriously , “ you painters are a heartless lot”
“ An artist´s heart is this head, replied Trevor, and besides, our
business is to realize the world as we see it, not to reform it as
we know it. A chacun son métier . And now tell me how Laura
is. The old model was quite interested in her.”.

“You don’t mean to say you talked to him about her ? said
Hughie Certainly I did . He knows all about the relentless
Colonel, the lovely Laura, and the &10.000
“ You told that old beggar all my private affairs? Cried Hughie ,
looking very red and angry.
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____________________________________________________________________________
PART XI

In this passage, Trevor tells Hughie
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

PART XII

The beggar is in fact a rich and important person
The beggar was furious because Hughie gave him
something.
The beggar ´s real name is hausberg
The beggar used to be very rich but lost all his money the
year before.
The beggar ´s clothes were just a disguise for the painting.

“ I think you might have told me. Alan, said Hughie sulkily, and
Not have let me make such a fool of my self.
“ Well, to begin with, Hughie , said Trevor , it never entered my
mind that you went about distributing alms in that reckless way
and when you came in I didn’t Know whether Hausberg would
like his name mentioned You know he wasn’t in full dress.
“ What a duffer He was must think me! Said Hughie.
Not at all. He was in the highest spirits after you left, kept
chuckling to himself and rubbing his old wrinkled hands
together . I couldn’t make out why he was so interested to know
all about you. But I see it all now. He´ll invest your sovereign for
you , Hughie pay you the interest every six months, and have a
capital story to tell after dinner.
I´am an unlucky devil. Growled Hughie. The best thing I can do
is to go to bed, and, my dear Alan , you mustn´t tell anyone.
Nonsense It reflects the highest credit on your philanthropic
spirit Hughie. And don’t run away . Have another cigarette, and
you can talk about Laura as much as you like.

However , Hughie wouldn’t stop, but walked home feeling very
unhappy , and leaving Alan Trevor in fits of laughter .
The next morning. As he was at breakfast, the servant brought
him up a card on which was written, “ Monsieur Gustave
Naudin, de la part de M. le Baron Hausberg, . I suppose he has
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come for an apology , said Hughie to himself; and he told the
servant to show the visitor up.

PART XIII

The man who comes
a.
b.
c.
d.

PART XIV

wants Hughie to apologize to baron Hausberg
brings Hughie & 1.000 from the beggar
brings Hughie & 1.000 from the beggar
tells Hughie the Colonel has finally accepted his marriage
with Laura

When they were married Alan Trevor was the best man, and the
Baron a speech at the wedding breakfast .
Millionaire models , remarked Alan are rare enough, but by Jove
Model millionaires are rarer still !

____________________________________________________________________________

( From Oscar Wilde ) The Model Millionaire in Lord Arthur
Saville´s Crime and Other Stories ( penguin 1954 )
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Annex 15: Book and descriptions list

Description

Books
a) The Crhysalids.
b) Management Gurus
c) Brothers in Egypt

It is a story about the four nature powers _____
It is a story about the modern business world_____
It explains the origin of the Indian paintbrush
flowers_____

d) Ali Baba and the Forty

It describes how a wolf makes some new friends when

Thieves

making an effort to fatten up Mrs. Chicken_____

e) Who was the Strongest?

It describes a story about the gist of Christmas _____
It is a classic story about sailing _____

f) Billy Budd Sailor

It is a fairy tale about a guy who finds the gold and

g) The Horse Whisperer

some people want to steal it _____

h) The Wolf’s Chicken

It is about a baby that escapes from getting killed and

Stew

then after having a very comfortable life knows his

i) Merry Christmas
j) The Legend of the Indian
Paintbrush

past_____
It is a classic story about a child and a horse ______
It is a story about a child who acted different from the
others in a time where it is wrong to be different____
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Annex 16: First questionnaire

COLOMBO GALES SCHOOL
ENGLISH READING CLUB QUESTIONNAIRE #1

Name: _______________________________________________

Grade: __________

To answer this questionnaire put an X on the option(s) you consider the best. For
open questions you have some lines provided to fill in.

1. Do you like reading?
Yes ____

no ____

If you answered YES please answer question number 2. I f you answered NO go to
question number 3.

2. Why do you read?
a. Because I like to read.

____

b. Because it is part of the school program.

____

c. Because I can learn about different topics.

____

d. Because I have to.

____

e. Other ___________________________________________________________
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3. Do you like reading in English?
Yes ____

no ____

Justify your answer: _________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
If you answered YES, please go to number 4.

4 What type of texts do you like reading in English?
a. Short stories.

____

b. Informative texts.

____

c. Poems.

____

d. Specific content-area texts.

____

e. Other ____________________________________________________________________

5. What kind of activities would motivate you to read?
a. Reading in groups.

____

b. Silent reading.

____

c. Sharing readings.

____

d. Acting out read texts.

____

e. Other ____________________________________________________________________
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Annex 17: Second Questionnaire.

COLOMBO GALES SCHOOL
ENGLISH READING CLUB QUESTIONNAIRE #2

Name: _______________________________________________

Grade: __________

To answer this survey, you have to cross out the option you consider the best, if you
are asked to give a mark from 1 to 5, 1 will be poor and 5 will be excellent, for open
questions you have some lines provided to fill in.

1. You like English…
a.) A little

b) A lot

c) I don’t like English.

2. From 1 to 5, you consider your English level as:
a) 1

b) 2

c) 3

d) 4

e) 5

3. Do you think you can improve your English performance?
a) Yes

b) No

If you answer yes, please answer question #4, if not please go to question # 5
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4. The best way to improve it is by:
a) Using it everyday

b) Studying it on your own

c) Listening to English songs

and stories

d) Reading and writing in English e) Other ___________

5. You are taking the English extra class, because:
a) There was no other option

b) You like practicing English

c) The class is funny

6. Do You Like the English extra class?:
a) Yes

b) No

If you answer yes, please answer question #7, if not please go to question # 8

7. What you like from the extra class the most is:
a) The games

b) Reviewing what was worked on in the English class

c) The funny activities

d) Learning new topics

e) Other _____________________

8. If you could choose the activities done in the English reading class, you would
choose:
a) Reading and writing activities

b) Listening activities

d) Other ____________________________
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c) Oral activities

9. You feel with this extra class you may complement what you learn in the school
class?
a) Yes

b) No

10. What do you think a reading club is?
_____________________________________________________________________
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Annex 18: Third questionnaire.

COLOMBO GALES SCHOOL
ENGLISH READING CLUB QUESTIONNAIRE #3

Name: _______________________________________________

Grade: __________

To answer this survey, you have to cross out the option you consider the best, if you
are asked to give a mark from 1 to 5, 1 will be poor and 5 will be excellent, for open
questions you have some lines provided to fill in.

1) You liked the English Reading Club:
a) 1

b) 2

c) 3

d) 4

e) 5

2) What was the favorite activity done in the Club for you:

a) Free Reading

b) Poems

c) Reading short books

3) What activity did you like the most?
a) English additional class

b) English Reading Club
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d) Silent reading

If you answer E. R. C. please answer question #4, if not please go to question # 5

4) Why did You like the reading club more:
Because:
a) We were taught how to read

b) We learned new vocabulary

c) We filled worksheets.

d) Other ___________

5) Did you learn anything in the club?
a) Yes

b) Not

If you answer yes, please answer question #6, if not please go to question # 7

6) What did you learn in the English Reading Club?
a) Vocabulary

b) How to read the poems

c) How to read better

d) Other ___________

7) Is there any activity you wanted to have in the club, but there was not in the club:
a) Yes

b) No

If you answer yes, please answer question #8, if not please go to question # 9
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8) What kind of activity would have that been?
a) Listening

b) Reviewing what was worked on in the English class

c) Watching movies

d) Other _____________________

9. Did the English Reading Club motivate you to read:
a) Yes

b) No

10. Would you be a member of the English Reading Club again?
a) Yes

b) No
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Tape Photograph annex 1: Sharing books activity #1

Tape Photograph annex 2: Reading poems activity #3
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Tape Photograph annex 3: Making poems activity #3
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Tape Photograph annex 4: Reading poems out loud activity #4

Tape Photograph annex 5: Making comics activity #6
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Tape Photograph annex 6: Sharing books activity #9
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Tape Photograph annex 7: Closing the English Reading Club, activity # 10.
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